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ABSTRACT
This work is an attempt at determining the optimum
neutral axis location in the midship section of a vessel,
using as a model for the calculations a box girder, subject
to several different conditions of sagging and hogging
bending moments- several values of design stress are also
considered and in the end what happens when lateral hydrosta-
tic load is considered along with different values assigned
to the design stress in tension and in compression is also
analysed.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
a - distance between transverse stiffening members
AL - length of box girder or vessel
B - beam
BOT - thickness of the plating on the bottom
BN - bending moment
D - depth
DIBOT - distance of the bottom from the neutral axis
DITOP - distance of the top from the neutral axis
DSC - design stress in compression
DST - design stress in tension; also design stress without
discrimination when DSC=DST
H - head of sea water ( lateral load )
HB - head of sea water on the bottom
HM - hogging bending moment
HT - head of sea water on the top
I - moment of inertia of the cross section with respect
to the neutral axis ( GMI in the program )
LBS - longitudinal bending stress
S - spacing of longitudinal stiffening members
SBCRIT - critical stress on bottom
SBH - stress on bottom due to hogging
SBS - stress on bottom due to sagging
SM - sagging bending moment
STCRIT - critical stress on top
STH - stress on top due to hogging
STR - stress

STR1 - primary stress = LBS
STH2 - secondary stress
STR3 - tertiary stress
STR3B - tertiary stress on bottom
STR3T - tertiary stress on top
STRCR - critical stress
STS - stress on top due to sagging
t - thickness of theplate
T - draft
TOP - thickness of the plating on the top
TS - thickness of the side plating
TSTH - total stress on top in hogging
TSTS - total stress on top in sagging
TSBH - total stress on bottom in hogging
TSBS - total stress on bottom in sagging

INTRODUCTION
It is frequently found in the literature related with
the strenght of ships such statements as:
"In general the neutral axis is expected to be at 40$ of
the depth (D) above the base line ... a preliminary estimate of
the thickness required for the bottom plating (BOT) can be
obtained from
. 4D 3 /






where the Montgomerie 1 s expression is being considered to
determine the critical stress (SBCRIT psi) and the short edges








a- distance between transverse stiffening members (inches)
1.875 accounts for a factor of safety
Tobin's expression was considered in the above formula
to give the maximum permissible bending stress (LBS, psi)
LBS= 2240 AL

8We see thus that this procedure allows for an estimate of
the bottom thickness to be obtained after knowing the length and
assuming a longitudinal frame spacing. What may be questioned
here is the reason why one assumes the neutral axis 0.4D above
the base line and also the reasons behind the choice of a frame
spacing.
In the following a procedure to estimate the scantlings
of longitudinal members is described; this procedure can also
be found frequently in the literature dealing with the subject.
. .
.
"For a particular set of principal dimensions
,
general
arrangement and frame spacing, plate panel thicknesses for one
after another of the amidships longitudinally continuous elements
are selected for an assumed position of the neutral axis at kQ%
of the depth above the keel. The composite midship section assem-
blage is thentested for the adequacy of its section modulus when
ranged alongside some standard value, such as given by the
Load Line Regulations or some function of it. Thus the modulus
is judged sufficient to limit ship bending stresses to the value
previously set and incorporated into the design equations.
For all but the deepest ships the modulus will undoubtedly
need to be increased and a small arbitrary increment is added
to the upper deck or bottom whichever happens still to be farther
from the true neutral axis location found after the first design
cycle. The shift of neutral axis resulting from the scantling
increment requires a compensating increment in the opposite flan-

ge with the obvious outcome that the neutral axis is shifted in
reverse with attendant effect on the scantling chosen first; a
cyclic process is then begun. More trials will be necessary
before the match of available to required section modulus is
achieved.
"
From this transcript, we may again note the initial
statement "...for a particular set of principal dimensions,
general arrangement and frame spacing.
.
.
" and question whether
or not the frame spacing should be chosen as an input or rather
be left as a variable and be obtained as a result of a structural
design procedure. It is here aknowledged though that in these
procedures an acceptable solution can be worked out and each
new cycle is an improvement over the precedent ones. What may
be questionable though is whether the first cycle, due to the
assumptions made at its beginning, has or not a strong influence
in the outcome leading to a solution among the various possible
ones which in the end does not lead to"the optimum design"
whatever its definition may be.
It seems that this trial procedure can be looked at as a
"weakness" of the structural design procedure for the determina-
tion of scantlings and it is perhaps reasonable to make some effort
in order to work out a process that could give the scantlings
in a direct manner and be at the same time in agreement with




Nowadays much concern is given to economics in ship design
and naturally the strength calculations of a ship are also made
with economical optimization in mind. With this respect, we can
realize that in ships structures there is a desirability to mi-
nimize structural weight and some define structural efficiency
as being the least weight structure capable of resisting the
loads for which they are designed.
It should be clear that the cost of construction and of
maintenance and repair are inter related factors together with
least weight, to be considered when bringing economics into
ship structural design. Also other matters such as accessibility,
weldability and availability of material must be considered as
well.
In the following sections an attempt is made to obtain
without any interactions the scantlings for the plating of a
box girder. It is hoped that through this simple model some
helpful conclusions can be made in view of their application
to a vessel's structure. Each of the different situations ana-




The model used in this section and also throughout this
work with only very small additional considerations is a box
girder which cross section is pictured in figure 1.
Fig. 1
As will be seen in the calculations of the following
sections, the dimensional parameters used are of the order of
magnitude of those considered in ship design.
This model was chosen due to its simplicity for the
performance of the following calculations as can be understood
immediately from its geometrically symmetrical cross section.
The objective of this section is to determine the neces-
sary formulation to be used in future sections.
The formulation dealt with in this section is related
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DIBOT =Neutral axis location above bottom (in)
DIBOT'= " " " " " (ft)
BOT =Moment of inertia with respect to the bottom
I = " " " " " " " neutral axis
Z(A*d)= ( D/l 2 ) * ( B*TOP+D*TS )
I=Z(A*d*d)f 2 I- ( Z(A*d» 2 / ( 2 A
)
DI BOT=D* ( B*TOP+D*TS ) / ( 2*D*TS+B* ( TOP+BOT )
)
This formula will give DIBOT in inches if D and B are
expressed in inches; it will give DIBOT in feet in the event
that D and B are expressed in feet.
DITOP=D-DIBOT
DITOP=D* ( B*BOT+U*TS ) X2*D*TS+B ( TOP+BOT )
)
DITOP in units of inches or feet as explained for DIBOT
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The following formula will give I in units of (in*ft) 2





( 3*B*B*T0P*B0T+ ( D*TS
)
2
+2*B*D*TS* ( TOP+BOT )
)
1 =
3* ( 2*D*TS+B* ( TOP+BOT )
)




4*D*D* ( 3*B*T0P*B0T+ ( D*TS ) +2*B*D*TS* ( TOP+BOT ) )
2*D*TS+B*( TOP+BOT)
These expressions will be used in most of the following
sections with B and D expressed in feet.
NOTE: TS which is defined as the thickness of the
side plating is considered throughout this work to be uniform
and will always be equal to the larger of the thicknesses obtained





FORMULAS USED IN THE ANALYSIS
BEAM EQUATION
Assuming pure bending, the stresses in the cross section






where y is the distance from the neutral axis to the point
where the stress is being determined.
The neutral surface indicated in fig. 2 is composed of all
the points which are not subjected to any stress in pure bending.













When a/S>2 then K=4








STR3 - tertiary stress
P - density of sea water (64 lb/ft J )
H - head of sea water (ft)
a - long dimension of plate (in)
S - short dimension of plate (in) = distance between
longitudinal stiffeners
t - plate thickness (in)
The stresses are more severe at points A and B but we are
particularly interested in the stresses at point B because there
they will combine with the stresses resulting from bending also
called primary stresses.
Note that for a panel under lateral load, the direction of
the stresses is, at the edges, perpendicular to them, so at B
they are directed "longitudinally".
For a/S>2 we have K=0.685








The following; stress definitions and figures 3 and k will
help understanding; the reasons behind the calculations made in
many of the following sections.
STRESS DEFINITIONS
STH1 - SHIP BENDING STRESS or PRIMARY STRESS
Since this stress is directly proportional to distance from
the ship's neutral axis, it is substantially constant at any point
on the cross section of the bottom or top plating when the vessel
is in an upright attitude. For distinction, this stress may be
termed a primary stress or an area stress in this location and
under such a condition. While the longitudinal direction is imp-
lied in the foregoing comments, they are equally applicable
transversely.
STR2 - GIRDER BENDING STRESS or SECONDARY STRESS
Girder bending stress arises from the reaction of a plating
stiffener combination to a loading normal to the plating such as
may be due to water pressure. Following the usual concept, the
plating acts as one flange of the composite girder and so is
stressed. Due to shear lag, this secondary stress in the plating
is a maximum in way of the stiffener and diminishes with distance
from it.
For the previous case of bottom plating and vessel upright,
the transverse variation of fore and aft stress will be sensibly
constant for some distance from the stiffener but will vary
significantly through the plating thickness as the plate thick-
ness is a substantial part of the distance to the neutral axis
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of the plate stiffener combination. For convenience such a stress
may be termed a line stress although for a wide spacing of stiffe-
ners with consequently greater deviation from uniform distribution
some inaccuracy of concept is introduced by using this term.
For girders continuous over several supports, such as tran-
sverse bulkheads, maximum bending moments occur at the supports
and will readily be in the order of twice the field moment.
STR3 - PLATE BENDING STRESS - TERTIARY STRESS
Proceeding in turn to ever more elemental portions of the
ship's structure concludes with the simple plate panel supported
on its four edges. In such a plate under lateral or normal loads,
bending stresses are created which are variable from point to
point on the panel and through its thickness with maxima occurring
at one or the other surface. Since any such stress is effective
at a point only, it may be called a point stress or tertiary
stress.
Each elemental panel of ship's plating is generally one of
a repeating pattern. Quite appart from any rotational restraint
provided by the panel supports consisting of floors, frames,
longitudinals, etc., there is the restraint afforded by the
continuity of the plating and its loading. For pratical purposes
then, a condition of edge clamping exists with maximum stresses
being found at the midlength of the longer panel edges and
secondary maxima at the midlength of the shorter edges. In both
cases these stresses are normal to their respective edges.







































From the previous definitions and figure 3 we may summarize











STR2 is larger than at point B
STR2 is acting in the longitudinal direction
STR3 is larger than at point B
STR3 is acting in the transverse direction
STR1 and 3TR2 are here combined acting both in the
longitudinal direction
At point B
STR2 may be acting in the tansverse direction
STR3 is acting in the longitudinal direction




Usually STR2 is attributed a constant value and can be
taken into account by automatically decreasing the design stress
by the value assigned to STR2.
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THE BENDING MOMENT EQUATION
The bending moment equation used is derived from





A = V/35 ton
V = B*T*AL*C b
Ch = 0.75
0.75
BM = *B*T*AL*AL ton*ft
35*35
where AL = is the length in ft
B = is the beam in ft
T = is the draft in ft
C^ = is the block coefficient
or multiplying by 2240 we obtain
BM = 1.37143*B*T*AL*AL lb*ft
Note:




MOMENT ACTING IN ONE DIRECTION
NO RESTRICTION IMPOSED ON THE COMPRESSION STRESS
Considering the box girder subjected to a bending moment
acting in hogging BM, we will observe as a consequence that the
top will be subjected to tension and the bottom to compression.
These stresses are given by the already introduced formula
BM*Y
STR=






In this introductory study it was decided not to limit the
value of the stress in compression. Only the value of the stress
in tension, here STH will be requested to be equal to the value
chosen for the design stress in tension (or smaller).
SBH will be a consequence of the value of DST and also
of the S value chosen.
So, we will basically have 3 equations
DST = STH«*TOP Bending equation










The three equations that can be obtained will allow one to
determine the three unknowns which are BOT,SBH,TOP.
By replacing in the equations already mentioned the expre-
ssions derived previously for DIBOT, DITOP and I and solving for
BOT,TOP and SBH we obtain after a lengthy but simple process the
equations in their final format as we will see.
Note here that in order to solve the three equations,
the thickness of the side plates TS was made equal to the larger
TOP or BOT; since TOP and BOT were not known and had to be deter-
mined after deciding on TS, the equations had to be solved twice.
First the equations are solved assuming that TOP> BOT this
simply implying that the neutral axis is going to be chosen alrea-
dy closer to the top and TS = TOP. Second, the equations are
solved assuming BOT > TOP thus making TS = BOT.
As will be seen, only one solution is possible, the other









B , D , DITOP , DIBOT , AL (ft)





DST£ STH = 5-

































( 2*B*D+D*D ) *TOP*TOP+ ( 2*B*D+3*B*B ) *TOP*BOT
I = 4*D*D*-
Same denominator




( B+D ) *G*DST-D* ( BOT
)
2
TOP* ( 1 2*D- ( C+F ) *DST*TOP
)
DST*(A+C)*TOP-12*B
Before going to the equations obtained when BOT > TOP
is assumed, we call the attention of the reader to the fact that
the values of BOT and TOP have to be obtained from the two above
equations. Substitution of one into the other would result in
fch
an equation of degree higher than at least 5 degree, unsuitable
for direct solution. As will be later exemplified, the solution
is here obtained by assigning values to either one of BOT and TOP
and through the two equations, we obtain the respective values
for TOP and BOT. The ploting of these values BOT vs TOP will
give one line for each of the two equations. The intersection of
the tv/o lines thus obtained allows the solution to be read from
the plot.
This solution will be acceptable if the intersection lies
in the sector TOP> BOT otherwise the intersection must be
rejected.









( 2*B*D+D*D ) * ( BOT
)
2





( B+D ) * ( BOT ) 3»D*G*DST*BOT
B*G*DST
12* ( B+D ) - ( A+C ) *DST*TOP
( C+F ) *DST
In this form the equations can be used in a very simple
computer program that will give the set of values TOP vs BOT
suitable for ploting. At this stage we are hoping that if the
intersection obtained in the situation where we assumed TOP> BOT
is acceptable , the two lines resulting from the case BOT> TOP will
not intersect or if they do that the intersection must be rejected
due to the fact that they will violate the assumption from which
they were derived
As can be observed from the several cases run in the compu-
ter, the case where two acceptable solutions exist never happe-
ned and it can only happen if TOP = BOT where then both solutions
are acceptable and coincide as in the case of one of the follo-
wing runs.
In the following pages the computer printouts are included.
The first run is explained in detail to make the interested rea-
der familiar with the problems encountered in determining the
intersections and the respective thicknesses.
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The other runs are here presented as well to serve as
proof that a simple solution can always be obtained and also to
give an idea of the range of thicknesses expected in each case.
In all runs only a bending moment acting in hogging was
considered.
The program used is a direct application of the equations
here derived to a particular set of values chosen as the input.
From the results obtained, some conclusions were drawn that a-
llowed for the improvements made in following sections.
No further explanation on the program shall here be given
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Prom these lists of thickness values printed by the com-
puter, we can see that the acceptable ones are those marked
with a sign. Plotting these corresponding pairs of values
properly, as is next exemplified, allows for one to read from
the intersection of the two lines, which falls within the range
set by the assumption that originated it, the values of thick-












-4 1- -I u
0.1 o.l 0.3 o-4 °=>
bottom thickness ( inches
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We can see that the thickness values are easily read from
the intersection obtained and they are acceptable because they
fall within the range assumed to derive the formulas that ori-
ginated them namely TOP>BOT.
Next will be plotted the case BOT>TOP and as can be seen,
again an intersection is obtained which in this case is not
acceptable because it occurs within the range TOP> BOT contrary
to the assumed BOT > TOP that originated it.
With a little more experience, this can be seen immediatly
from the computer printouts, thus avoiding loss of time doing









Now having obtained the values for the thicknesses from
the plots, we verify them through the use of the next program
based on the formulation previously derived. As can be noted,
we obtain an acceptable value for the stress at the top (since
we are considering a hogging bending moment) which we said
before in the derivation of the equations should not exceed the
design stress in tension. In this case the design stress was
DST=20000 psi and we see that the stress at the top STH=20037.5
the 37.5 coming possibly from inaccuracy when reading the thi-
cknesses from the plot, and computer roundoffs.
Note that the stress at the bottom, since there was no
limit placed on it except the Bryan formula to resist buckling
caused by compressive inplane loading, is attaining a too large
value which is unacceptable and unrealistic. Here again there
should be no difference between SBH and SBCRIT and the difference
that can be noted is also due to inaccuracy in reading the thi-
cknesses from the plot and computer round-off s.
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SUMMARY FOH THE PRECEDING CASE




DST = 20000 psi
S = 10 inches
Material - STEEL
TOP = 0.468 inches




DITOP = 22.06 ft
DIBOT = 33.50 ft
We can already notice here that the stress in the bottom
is attaining a too large value due to the fact that, since no
limit was imposed on it, it is dependent only on the chosen
value for S and the respective capacity to resist buckling pro-
vided by S and BOT while at the same time stressing the top plate
to its maximum allowed DST.
In the following two cases only the spacing S between the
longitudinal stiffening members will be allowed to change and
the results obtained are simply stated as previously exemplified
and were determined in a similar way.
From the results obtained we can note the effect caused
by the change of S.
















*dpa* is the draft
DRA-B/3*
POI* IS ThE POISSON'S RATIO OP THE MATERIAL
FOR STEEL
p 1 = ; x • 3
.;» IS TME YOUNG'S MODULUS OE THE MATERIAL
! L» STEEL
E«30»*10«**6
*DST» T S TmE DFSIGN STRESS
^ST = ,? . . .' •
*s* ts the spacing of longitudinal stiffening mfmbfrs
S»30 •
-* IS THg BENDING FOMENT
-Me| B«DRA*AL*AL*P «7 k l/(35i»35i )
5= • 3 "> :? ' *S * S * I 1 fPO I *PO I ) /
E
fteg.*?*3»tD/( i ^ ? • * BM )
C=3»«^«0*D/(7?»*BM)
•
=3.*D*0*0/(i't; » * ? m )
THICKNESS OF TOP ASSUMED LARGER THAN BOTTOM THICKNESS
MR I T F. ( 5 » 1 ]
10 FCRMATf '1 • ,25X* 'TOP ASSUMED LARGER THA\j BOTTOM')
fcToP* IS Tup THICKNESS ^F THF TOP PLATiNG
*3CT* IS Tt«E THICKNESS OF the BOTTOM PLATING
pn T 1 ='."'. 1
11 TCP! =P *BQT l *BOT 1 *BOT 1 / ( ( 3 + D ) *G*DST-D* BOT 1 * BOT 1 )
RtTE(5*20)Tc p 1'BOT1
?q FORMATt' ' , ?^X, ' tori = . pc ,
/
t> 5x, • ?OTl = ' Pg. '» )




.GT.lt )GO TQ 30
r
- r tq ii
3 t ' d p - / . i
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tC"
i
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T 3 ]
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B T3 • 1
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q C T 3 F-0 T ? + . 1 5
lF(B0T3.GT.l . )GO To 8?
GO TO 61
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IF VIC OPEkATI- G SYSTEM VERSION 1 REVISION 012 03/04/74 GENERATED 05/06/7<f
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Note that this is the case where two acceptable solutions
exist although they end up being the same because TOP=BOT.
Note that the neutral axis is located half way between
top and bottom and the stress is the same at the top and at the
bottom, as it was expected beforehand.








*A|_* IS THE lENGhT
fcL«500«
B = AL /8
•
*DRA* IS ThE DRAFT
DR A B/3 •
D = AL/ C| .
*P0I* IS ThE POISSO.M'S ratio of the material
FOR STEEL
pOI*0«3
*E» IS TmE YOUNG'S MODULUS OF THE MATERIAL
FDR STEEL
£ = 3 '/ . » 1 / . * * 6
•DST» IS THE DESIGN STRESS
S T = S v- :' . / •
*5« IS THE SPACING OF LONGITUDINAL STIFFENING MEMBERS
*SM» IS th: bending moment
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.-.
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Note that in this case by simple inspection of the
coordinates of the points to be ploted we can see that the
intersection will occur outside the acceptable range.
Note also that in order to obtain the coordinates
of the points within a range of interest where the intersection
may occur, different ranges and increments are considered in
each program. This could be improved if at that time these
printouts were available and a better idea of the thicknesses
that should be expected existed.
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bottom ASSUMED larger than TOp
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T, = 4- 3 v " * '-""*.. TX 6 240
-
if, = > . 3 2 '• '
"* c — 3 - •- R 6 8
~"
- ^ _ ?-34 ' Q -> — 3.-b,496
~ 3" 4. = Z





~° 33""- = 0»4752
? " < ~ -'v.-Z . a -
-
... = 0- <f379
~ 2 - - - ? . ilr 2 " a p ~ a. ~ 0-4^07
~~
- c —




- a fi •- -, p
—
<.-. = - -
- P «, 3
— it, — 7; • 4 8 3 3 ^ PT **• as 3 - 3 > 9 1
•^3 v 7.5.3- 7 a. P T *4 s; 3 '35 I s?
'"'«.= 2 . 2 2 Z 7- a -^ ~ '— — 2 - M 47
7 - = i = ? - 5 4 7 3 ^njis 0- 1775
~* ^
- = e - 5 6 3 2 ? 3 " '•- = 3 - i ', 3 3







*— » -< ** ? S^Tta ? - 3<- 58
-
- 3 ;; 7. 33"^ = 2-0286
" ^- —*
. ^
7. - i 47" ;;"t = t»7 . 01 - g A.
" C ° *. = Z ' - 6 ~ ? 33"« = *0 • 7>a5B





• 7 " ',; 7 z-Z~ '- = - 7 « < ? 2 2
: - /- - 7 . 7 ? 7 7 z-C~'~ a -Z -1:7^
-=•/..= 7 • 7 ft 7 7 ?C " L - ? • 1 o ^ 6
Z '-• b = f'f . 7 * 7 7 " r " '- - 7 * -3 "5 1 9
C D ''- <; . 7'"' ? c ~ ;- = -7»?*91
n p 4 = r< . • pi - 7 Bt £ - /4 - -7 '3"63
~p t _ o » 9 p 7 51 q« — fe - • 7 • ^ u 35
2 ° /.•. = 7 .--(,? 7 pn"l- v ^ • -5 c 7 7
C 3 t = 7 . «, 7. 7 -, ° ~ '- s -?• -il 7 Q






APr s r,< . . f -. ^ ~ /•'. = -^.(.Q??
J P A, = r . -. p 7 7 q n
- /.. _ ~o • c; '.) O A
' P /. = :,' . c i, - 7 qr»-& = - 7 • 15 a A ?
PP4s '; . -.£7 I - C ~ '-1- = - ? • 4 ' <4 7
r n t = ' .050/ c n ~ iu = - 7 • 4 i* 1
2
H P / rr 1 . ,- ff" " ^'•"^ = - 7 • A 7 ff 4
END
CP VIC OPERATING SYSTEM VERSION J, REVISION 017; 0?/PU/7<* GENERATED 75/06/7*1 f
JOB HANDLING CHARGE
;39 LINES PRINTED PR?
67 CARD? READ
e0 p LOTTER VrCTORS
17 v ODEL 77 SECONDS
£0 MODEL 80 SE CONDS
S .35 / jrp • 35
« 1 .25 / K LM oc
« 1.5 / K cn . 17
S ,25 / 17 0/ . [7 7
*25.0? / urljp •1?
*1 2.53 / M U R • 7?
TOTAL CHARGE $ 87
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= / I / ? •
* l c ; > r 5 1 1 E m.
6 = 1 / \ .




- I T nl dq 1 ' ' • ATT-" DP T H| MATERIAL
F i - i
»L'» I L - i '• V in ''• ['nl'LUfi OF T H E f ATRIAL
1
I
t =: . . - 1 . . » »
.
.
' < 1 - r
' Tl-f r»| 10 ' t I • ;C
'
= :
*S> ; ' TnF
'•'.'C' ~ f l.ONGI TUOINAl STIFFENING f"EMBE S
. ] -. ;'!.









»1f P> [ ' Tut T • ' < r~ r
» t- f T » l' ThE t i ,>- - < r c- r r H F. • J T T '1 P L A T I f G
r = i . i
• n i t\'T
t > / e
Pi i- • = . (
I
• i IP «l ) * q r> r * ( T P + T ) + ( ' ' * r * R T * (3 U T > )
.
---- i. i E <--- - -- c Cn TOP OUT ^ HOGGING
c U - / •
.
'
] T ' I '• t |STu
~
''
' I 1 ( ' ' , c v , ' T = • r i • ? )
£ = : • . * » I ' f f ' i 1 ft J. ! T )
' i
•





• 1 ( ' ' « e' ' v t ' ^ = ' r 1 ' . 3 )
l
C IT I ; r.r rS'iTlrnl. STRESS ON BOT
-
! - I T T . • r /
I
i i i • i i ) : . r- • r
F ft fVT| l '.I"'.,' r»lT='F1 »3)
-
'r . » V . •""".» . ( t . + -• n 1
,
*OTTOP* IS T > r - • i /- M np [lie TOP E P 'V THE NEITRAL AX]
I T r P = ( - T)/(
•




'. • '- I'm rA rl OF |hf F3ny T 0M FRO^ The NEUTRAL Axis
Ta ('... T " •+ <l T ) /I




1 i ' ' , 1 - •• , ' 1 ^1 _ • K j •;• . u )
'-




• R 3? C C V J DS 7 3 3 6 <f C V ] S
IS-. [V] 3srCwD !'.' C3e>4r.Vl PC>T ?39CCV 6
CCV] ''"I-- 174 CT
3












26 a? r x iJ
29M . r ?CN I
i |ft 1 . /;
? 7 C 8 A[
i32 * J
. N - |«1 •







. 1 . f
•




'J;,;, p r / i>














| 1 T ' r
I
1 ? 7 7 1 .
«
c 7 ,. "I






. 1 r I vi SI F V I i I J/ it/74 GENFPATEH h/'-,/7^
•
1 < • -
•
. JG / . qc
| . ... / ' •• . 1
1
; • : / Vr\ • '/
• 35 / * r> •
.
;
. . / r . 1 1


















STH = 19771. 88
SBH = 9579. 87
SBCRIT = 9788. 37
DITOP = 37. ^2'
DIBOT = 18.13'
Note in this case the large value chosen for S and
associated with it the large value required for the thickness
at the bottom to avoid buckling which nevertheless does not re-
sist stresses larger than 9788 psi in compression.
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If we look now at these three cases, all for the same
material and set of dimensions (same bending moment) we can
see how the thicknesses and neutral axis position changed as















1 10 0.468 0.166 30000 30000 22.06 33.05
2 30 0.4125 0.4125 20000 20000 27.78 27.78
3 120 0.03 1.14 9700 9700 37.43 18.13
In this table, we can more readily make conclusions on
the influence of the value chosen for S on the neutral axis
location, and also a quick look at the resulting values for
the thicknesses may give an idea of the weight associated with
each case.
In the following cases the dimension parameters are
changed (increased) and consequently the bending moment and the
thicknesses of plating will be higher.












*A L . IS Thi lE^'GHT
AL = 1 f '' •
B=AL/5.75
*dpa* is The draft
0»A«»B/3«3
D»AL/H •
*POl* IS The p OISSON»S patio of the material
row STEEL
POI«0t3
*r.« IS THE YOUNG'S '"ODULUS OF THE" MATERIAL
F3R STEEL
E«30«*10.**6
• ~s T - t s The design strfss
*:- is t^e spacing op longitudinal stiffening members
3«3C«
>BM» := thf bending ^o^ent
r !-.„:• - ft*AL*AL»0»75)/(35«*35« )




r = 7 . » - - ? / ; i 't .- . * :j M )
- ICKNFSS O r TrP ASSUMED LARGER THAN BOTTOM THICKNESS
' T
e < 5 » i :'
)
if r:p M AT| 'i'^kx, »t C 3 ASSUMED LARGER THAN BOTTOM')
TpP* IS TwE THICKNESS OF T^F. TOP PLATING
„oot* is The thickness of the bottom plating
11 T0Pi«»P"80Ti*e0Ti«9CTl/l I B+D) *G«DST«D*BOTl*BOTi
)
wRITF(5#20)ToPl/BOTj
PC rCRMATI' ' , ?'** , ' TOPJ_- . F9»^/5Xj ' 80T1 = ' F9.4 )
r. -T|=!;p; • -r ;«g5




31 r."p = T op?K,'_ ?.-D-(' + F)*0ST«.T0P?)/(DSt*(a + C)*T0P2-1?,*B)
RlTE(5/40)ToP2/BOT2
%g FORM A T ( ' ' r25X / • TO°?« ' F9 • *>/ 5X # » BO T 2 • Fg . 4 )
IF(T0P?»GT.l5» )GO tq 50
BO TO 31
5? CONTINUE
THjCKNFSS OF BOTTOM ASSUMED LARGER ThAn TOP
1 ,T FlSfK|
60 pCp"AT (' 1 ' ,^Xj ' bottom ASSUMED LARGER THAN TOP')
aCT3 = .'. I
61 T^P3«=( ( B + D) *B0T3*i?0T3*B0T3-D*G*DST*B0T3 )/( B*G*DST )
nRlTE(5/70)ToR3/BOT3
7fl FORMAT!' '/25X> »T0P3»'F9»*i5X> 'B0T3"'F9.4)
B0T3-B0T3* • 5
jF 1 B0T3»GT.3. )GO TO 80
TO TO 61






















WRITE (5* 90 )ToP<t/RQTJi
RMAT( " • . 2=SX, >T0P4"'F9«4j5X| 'BoT4='Fg.4)
T0P4aT0Pi»4 ••5
tC










3R 8 C L ] 70
472 [L3 9^
i» C 8 C V ] B 0400 CV] ORA 0408 CV] D
0000 [S3 • R 04F8 [V] DST 0500 CV] S
05P* Cv] A 0530 [V] C 053CCV] F
5 4 C V 3 ROT1 0176 [L] 11 0548 CV] TOPI
5 E r C v ] T0P2 0234 CL] 31 0560 CV] 30T2
P31PCL3 67 0573 CV; B0T3 0348 CL3 61
0*08 CL3 8? 5 8 « C V ] TOP^ k <s a c l : 31







2 R 1 4 • ER C All
liRAP L* R t'LS:

















~ ' = E S g ? 7
•
: n re-- ins:
2A48 .COMP






















2978 A I f




TnP ASSUMED i_AR3[- R T M A N |?0TT0m
T ) p J = . . 0048 H0T1 = • 1 J"
TQPl" 0*0168 BP"T1 = 0. 1500
TiU' 1 = 0*0412 BQT1 = 0*?700
T P J • 0.084* B0T1- • 2 5
TnP ] a 7 . 1554 90' 1- 3 ;•
T P 1 = 0.2673 BO'le 7*3570
TqPj =
• A 4 1 4 B T 1 a 7*4700
T ,c-.- 0.7145 B0 T 1 7*4500
T ^,D < = 1
• 1570 B0 T 1» • 5 ?
TOP] = 1 .924 g T 1 a 0.5500
-
j p « = 3. 43f,4 BOTIb • ft









-20.7688 B0 T 1" 0*71.07
T JP 1 a -9.8191 ^0'1 = 0.K-00
T P 1 -7.1387 BO T i" 0*x507
TQPl
-5.9771 B0*1« • 9 '«
T P ' =
-5.3601 B0 T 1 = *qC00
T -"1 = • 5 • 7-0^)0 B0 T 1" 1*0700
T )PlB





-4 .^-498 BO' 1-" 1*1000
TCPl- -4.5747 30 T 1" 1*1500
T -Pi = •4*5388 B T 1 1*2000
T <->P -> =
-4.5313 90'1 = 1
.
P500
TpP j _ -4
.5450 30 T 1« 1*3000





e - 4 , £7 B0 T 1» 1 • 4 5
T
"P
l B -4 . 7329 Bo T 1 b : • 5 ?
T JPj B -4 .7986 Bn" 1 = 1*5500
V: p l = -4.8720 30 t 1b 1 *6000T
"P 1 B
-4.9502 90 T : = 1* 6 500
'~ P 1 = -5.0325 90': = 1*7700
T«p la -5.1 183 BOTIb 1*7500
T QPi*
-5.2071 90 T : = 1 *8700
T
"P( B
-5.2986 BC T! : *8500
T OP 1 c
-5*3924 B0'1« : *9700
t ->p«
=
-5. ASR3 B0 T 1 = 1 • g t, 00
TQp J -5.5860 9n': = 2*0700
T
:
p p = 1 . 0000 B0'2»
-K*4<-73
T jpgs 1 .epp? B0'2 = -7*7727
T ;D 2 - 2.0000 BC2 = -1 M829
T P2- 2.5000 3" T 2 = -1*8315
TQPgM 3*0000 B0 T ? = -3*2461
T .)Pp8 3*5007 B0 T 2 = -11 *g?71
T iPp B 4*0000 90 T 2» 5*8817
T 0P?« 4
.
500/ B0'2» 1 *8*57
"Op; 5 • :' 7 7 BC'? = 0»8127
TfjPgm 5*5000 90'?- 0*2578
Trp ? = 6*0000 90 T 2» -7*1140
TOPg 6*5007 B0'2» -0
• 4700
top?- 7*0000 B0'2 = -0*63«9
"'»? 7.577^ B0'2 = -0 •8*92
'•CjB 8 . 7 7 " B0'2» -1 *0408
Topg. 8 • 5 7 7 e B0'2» -1 *2195

66
T "Dpa 9 . ' ' PI / B0 T 2 = -1 • 3890
Tr-Pp. 9 1 5 B0 T ?« -1 •5B16
T^Pps 1 K . ;- BCT? = -1 • 7790
T"Pp B 10.5 7 '/ BOT?* -1 •p6?3
T ,Dp o 1 1 •;-,000 RC T ? = -2 • 0124
Tnpp B 11.5001 B0 T 2 = -2 ' 1B99
T pg. 1?. '0 BC T ?» -2< 3052
T ^p^ = 12.5000 R0 T ? = -2 4*»F7
T
-tV c 1 3 . Q 91 •:: B0 T ? = -2« 5907
top?- 13.5000 R0 T ? = -?' 7314
T •- D om 1 4 • ?. 000 Rr) T ? B -2' 8711
Tf-pp_ 14*5000 BC T ?ta -3« 0098















bottom assumi LAKGEP THAN TOp
t n p 3 >= -0". -3KS B0T3« • 1 (*
T - P 3 = -0. ?2g7 RO T 3 = • 1 F.00
t n p -j = - • '066 RC^3 = • p pi
T np3 a • 4 4 9 BP'3 = gl • 2^-00
TCP 3 = /.131V B T 3 s • 3000
r; 3 = Pi. 26 12 B0T3* •3500
T P3«
» • 4 * v? 2 B ' " 3 = • 4 P R Pi
T "- 1 1 = 8.67 5 >; • r ' "3 = ;» • i,c:77
-c- C
- 9752 B0~3 = • r 5
T P 3 = 1 .3455 3 r ~ 3 = 1 •5500
~ 1-7936 •j.:,-3= > • 6 ? 2
•
-
- = 2*3268 ---? = / • 650 Z
-
;P 3 s 2-952^ ~ " 3 = 7 • 7 53 7
T P3 = 3 • 6 7 6 4 a t- t — 7 • 7500
7 ' -- 4 • 5 7
1
Br""! a 7 • 8^00
p = 5.4511 B C r 3 = ) "P977
~
- *- rU = 5 -. ^ " "^ .- n - 9
T>P3 7.76*74 ^T3= ', • 9500
7 ~ - •= 9-0339 P G '- — 1 - ./ / /









7 s 7 7
" P3
=


















5 9 ~ 3 = 1 •2500
*"-"•;
— ? ' .2157 5 f - •? _ » -5-77
7 - p 3 = ? 2 - ' S 2 6 9 9 ~ 3 - • -3500
T r P 3 25.3A?7 2, r ~ 3 _ • • I , '' 7
7f P3 = pc . l C: 7?_ - f ~ 1 _ '_ - u ~ ?,
T"CP3« 31 • ?5 9 r* — "} * . cr - 7 7
-_r^ = 3/4 .5334 B C ~ 3 = \ > 5 - 7
Tf^r 3 = 3?. ?7^ ^, ^ — ^ _ (• '^ -77
~
"- - ? = 41 • 74 ? Q f» ~ O ' . - ~ 7 7
7 • r 3 = i4 K . 7 ,;' pj i; 2 ^ - r>_ • 7 • 2
7 '• - - = 49.8976 C, n - 3 _ 7"-?2
* *"* P T c 5/1 . "5 A 7 7 -,'*'""' = , p " 7
SO.fJES 0, n - 3 - ; . R500
T B1* n.QOof'i qo'3 = 4 ( or 77
T nP3 ^ a . p P ? 3 qn"r 3 = " f ok 7 7
T nD-3 = 7*1.73^ «n"3- ?• pi?00
*"Pl = R 6» . KP P g BC"3a 2" "500
Tqp 3 86»6022 BC~3 = 2« 1700
T rO-i- 9?. 979? Rn"3- 2« 1 500
T
c p ?= 99. A£?<+ B9 T 3 = 2- p 7 7 7
*': D ? = 10A . A59<* B0 T 3" 2500
Top 3 11 3.9652 BO T 3* 2« 3700
TqPqb 1?1 .6029 «n T 3 = ?• 3507
Triple l?9. t-7?5 BC'3 3 ?• i000
T nP^m 137.8840 BC'3 = ?• 4S77-
ToP3 = 146.5416 B0 T 3 = ?• B
TnP^s l c 5 •559'+ Rn*3- 2* 5500
TnP3 164*9265 B?~9 = ?• 6700
TnP3" 17^ . <-679 9P"3 = 2 • 6?00
TqP3* 184.78*5 BC"3 = 2« 7770
T ,J 3«= 195.283?! B0 T 3« 2* 7500




-P3* 217.45*1 B0 T3» ^ 1 850P
TqP3" 229.1475 R0 T 3 = ?• 9
T r P ? * 241.2473 R0 T 3- ?< 9500
TqP3» 2?3.7654 B0 T 3 = 3< 0/00
Top*" 1 . .'(*." " 80 T ^ = 16 • 1 639
T p i| K 1.500 ! Kot A = U' 2342
T
r- [3 4 c 2 • 90 T ^« 1?' 3744
T 'B t « 2*5000 B0 T4 = 117' 3746
T p*a 3 • 00-7! ' B0T4« 8' 4 448
T Pii = 3 • u ? Rn^4- 6< 5150
T
-c 4 = 4
.
'
r/ :• / BQT*. 4.•5^52
T ^p/.= 4,5000 B0"r *>" p .<(- 954
T ;P4 = 5 • 2 Br"i»B • 7?56
T
•; u - 5.5000 0C T4 = -1 • ? 7 4 2
T Qp 4 6 • T'00 80~4 = -3 • 1 3 4
* 3P40 6 . <- ? / 2! qp"4 = -5 •0638
"r
- Pba 7. '•?//? RO^/is -6 • g°36
'"Pus 7.5000 RnT4. -8 • 9P3*
T
- p ^ = 15 . 00 80""^ = • 10 •«532
T
-P(,= 8.5000 Rn T 4 s -1? •7829
T- D 4 s 9 • e ? B0 T/* = -14 •7127
T
'-C i, = 9 • F ? . yo-t = -16 •642b
T r9 a = 10.000
/
B0 Tfc « -18 •5723
r '" P
,. = 10.5000 gpTfc, -20 • 5021
T Pa = I 1 . , 7 90 T ^ = -2? •4319
T
.-P li = 11 .5800 ?C T4 = -24 •3fcl7
T
; p 4 = 12.00 '/ B0 TU = -26 • 2915
T jPt = 12«500 BOTfe- -2» • ?213
T jPfcB 13.000 BO'^" -30 •1511
T ? P^= S 13.5000 B C '4 = -3? »0g08
T > P u s 14.0000 Rn^4 s -34 • 0106
TiD^s 14 .<???? Bflta -35 •<540*
T ^P4 = 15.0000 BQ T 4- -37 •8702
'•0
• OPERATING SYSTEM 'ErSION I REVISION 012 03/04/74 GENERATED 05/06/74 Z
OQ HANDLING CHARGE
.IScS PRI« TED 3 R2
ROS B EA-
7 =L0TT-^ VrCT?^5
17 "ODEL 70 cECONr S



















-I« 490 14731 LOGGED OUT 05/06/74 17:26. * 9.62 LEFT AFTER 23 LOGINS.














*AL* IS THE LFNGHT
aL«1000*
B«AL/5. 75
*DRA* IS THE nRAFT
D*Ai_/l < •
•HOI* IS ThE poisso
pOR STEEL
PO lefl.3




*OST* I Q THE nESIGN
D ST«18C'^'C.
• S» IS the spacing
»BM» IS THE BpNDING
rH« ( B»D W A»AL*AI_*' 1 • 7
G s i6.3t'3'-?6*S*S* ( l.-P
•TCP- IS THE THlCKv





*STh» IS ThE STRESS
STHbA/DEN
W«ITE(b>fce)ST H
6(» f^HMAT ( ' ' #20Xj ' STH
C B 56tf.»PM*(B*T0 p *0*
• SBh* is the stress
BBh»C/DEN
w*ITE <S>90 )SBm
9p FORMAT) ' • #20Xj ' SBH
• SBC* IT" IS ThE CRI
SBCRITaWOT*BOT/G
mKITE(S' Uf. )SrcwiT
Hen F0R^AT( • •, 17 X , >SBC
P«2»*D*Tof' + B*(TOP*P
*0IT0R« IS THF OIST
DITOP*D*(B*BOt+C«TC
W«ITE (5^5* )DIto p
tg fORHaT < ' • , 18 X , ' o I
T







M'q RATIO OF THJ MATERIAL
MOoULuS of the MATERIAL
S T RESS

















• p 1 . 3 J
TOp )
Om bqt due to hogging
-'pl0.31
Tl r AL STRESS ON B0T
p 1 T ' F 1 V . 3 )
OTj
ANrt OF THE TOP FROM THE NEUTRAL AXIS
P )/H
OR = 'Fl0.<» )
















C C v 3 B
?Cq3 .R
8C V 3 TOP












970 »«AlN* 2A68 »V
; 8 BE *A 2488 « A
"53A ALOG 2900 .RaRG
pg6*» »o 2A3A .U
STW^nGhT OF SHIPS-CN TMr NEUTpA
(







,13CK C V 3















































EFINEn SuBROu T lNES:









- VIO odFpAtInG SYSTEM vERqiDN 1 R F VlSION 012 ('3/04/74 GENERATED P 5/06/74




13 ^Oc^L 7? SECONDS
0B
.
M OpEL «7 SECONDS
%
.35 / job
% 1 .?5 / Y Lm
$ 1 • q / K Co
* .?5 / 100




























We might say here that the value chosen for S is small
and this accounts for the compression at the bottom to reach
such a high value.
In the next case, the value chosen for S is increased to
60 inches.
















C *A|_* IS THE LENOHT
aL"1P PPl.
B«AL/5.75
C *DRA* lb THE qRAFT
qRa^B/3.3
q-al/1*'
C «POI* IS THE POlSSON's RATIO OF THF MATERIAL
C F^R STEEL
pOI«k.' • 3
C *E* IS THF YOUNG'S mOqULUS OF THE MATERIAL
C FOR STEEL
E«30«»10»**6
C •OST* IS THE DESIGN SyRESS
OST»lKk5/J»
•S* IS ThE SPACING OF LONGITUDINAL STIFFENING MEMBERS
S"60«
C *BM* IS THF RrNiniNG M n MtNT
B"=(B"0RA»AL»AL*-'*7 c )/(35»»35.)
Q"0»3e396*S*S*(lt-PnI*POl)/E
A*9 • *B*B * D/ < 1 4 • » B M )
C=3. *B*D*D/( 7p. *DM
)
F«3«*D*D*D/( l40i * 3 M )
C THICKNESS OF TO p Acsu M ED LARGER THAN BOTTOM THICKNESS
wRITE(5j 10(
1 p- FORMAT (' 1 • ,25x> ' TOP ASSUMED LARGFR THAN BOTTOM')
C TOP* IS THE THlCKMESq Op THE TOP PLATING




?0 frORMAT(' '/25x# ' T0PibiF9#4/5X/ »B0Ti«'F9»4)
BOT1«BOT1*0»03
|F (BOTl »GT.2i )GC TO 3ft
go TO 11
37 jOP2*l.
31 BOT2«T0P?»llP.*C, -(C*F ) *0ST*T0Pp)/(0ST*(A*C)*T0P?-12.*B)
«RITE ( 5**0 )T0p2#B0t?
*0 FORMAT)' ' /2bXi ' T0P?«.Fy.^^5X> 'B0T2»'F9«* )
TOP2«TOP2>0«2
IF ( T0P2.GT.6. ) GO TO 5«
GO TC 31
50 CONTINUE
C T M IC><NrSS OF BOTTOM ASSUMED LARGER THAN TOP
WRITE ( 5/60 )
60 FORMAT (' i ' ,25X/ 'ROTtOm ASSUMED LARGER THAN TOP')
b6T3*0*4
61 tCP3-( (P*D)*B0T3*B0T3*BUT3-D*G*0ST-vB0T3)/(P*G*rST)
WRITE ( 5/70 ) TOd3,10t-5




















81 B0T4"(l2.*(B + r>)-(A*r)*DST*T0P^)/< ( C + F ) *DST
)
W«ITE ( b>90 ) TOoWBO-^






• U 0*BCCV] AL P>*»Cif C v 3 R
POI B*E*CV] E 000? Cc;] *R
tfblSCV] G ?)5?^C V 3 A
It 0000 CS] (»I 054f0t\/3 BOT1
2d 022CCL3 30 0558 Cv3 T0P2
tp 02FECL3 5f5 «3i?C l j 60
t-p? ^3B8CL] 70 03FEC|_] 80













































2A50 « r OMp



































TOP AS SllMFD L AKr'E* THAf* 1 BOTTOM
TOP] a 3. 00<a0 ROTJ 0.0200
TOP}
-
0. 0e^i BOTJ B 0.0400
TOP] - 0. 00 7-3 BOT] 3 0.0600
TOP]
-
0, ; ? 6 BOTJ = 0.0300
TOP] = 0i 00j2 BOTJ = 0. 1000
TCP1 s a. 00pl BOT] B 0. 120
TOP] a 0. 00^3 BOT] = 0. 1400
TOP3 3 0i 0^9 BOT] B 0. 1600.
TOP] 0i 8(27$ BOTj 3 0. 1800
TOP] 3 0. Pli' q7 sot J E 0.2000
TOP] b 0. 01g9 BOT] = 0.2200
TOP] 0. 01*9 BOT] , 3 0.2400
TOP] 0. 02 1 6 BOT] C 0.2600
TOP] s 0. 0H7l 60T] , 3 0.2800
TOP] s 0, 03q5 BOT] = 0.3000
TCP] 3 0. 04*9 BOT] b e 0.3200




TOP] a 0, lJ9l BOT' . 3 0.3600
TOP] 0. 07c»0 BOTJ , 3 0.3800
TOP] 3 0. 082^ BOTJ . = 0.4000
TOP] s 0. 09*2 BOTJ.= 0.4200
TOP] 0, U t 6 BOTJ.= 0.4400
TCP] 3 0. 12«8 BOTJ. = 0.4600
TOP] — 0.>1*78 BOTJ . S 0.4800




TOP] a 0.•]9?1 BOTJ . = 0.5200
TOP]
.
a .2178 bot;L 3 0.5400
TOP] 3 -?^59 BOTJ , B 0.5600
TCP] 3 0,• g7 69 sot: , B 0.5800
TOP] X 0,
• 3lp|8 BOTJI E 0.6000
TOP] 3 -?4 7 9 bot: . B 0.6200
TOP] 3 0..380,6 BOT' , = 0.6400
TOP] 8 0, 43^,0 bot;L B 0.6600
TOP] S 4^6 bot;I S 0.6800
TOP]
,
a 0..5346 bot: , E 0.7000
TOP]




TOP] a 0.. 6 5e$6 bot: , a 0. 7400
TOP]
. 3 -7c4 & bot:L = 0.7600
TOP] a » p p 3 bot: , 3 0.7800
TOP]
, a .P«?S sot: , a 0.8000
TCP] 3 .?7^ bot: L B 0.8200
TOP]
.
3 1 .07j7 bot: , B 0.8400
TCP] a 1 •]7q3 bot:L B 0.8600
TOP] 3 1 • ?9*5 bot;I 8 0.8800
TOP]
1 8 1 >42p? bot;I S 0.9000
TOP]
l a 1 ,57 ? 4 bot:l a 0.9200
TCP]
t a 1 • 73«?l6 sot: , B 0.9400
top:
.
a 1 .90e$4 bot:t a 0.9600
top:
. a ? ,09«0 bot , 8 0.9800
top; L a 2 .31*1 bot; , a 1 .0000
top:L a 2 • 5bq7 bot: . a 1 .0200
top:
1 a 2 >?2l8 bot: , a 1 .0400
tcp: L a 3 • 12?9 bot: , B 1 .£600
top;
1 a 3 1 46p6 bot; , 8 1 . 0800
top: , a 3 ,°4 R sot: , a 1.1000
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T0P1« 4 .?8 7 8 BOTl- L .1200
TOPI. 4 .79^1 boti* :I . 1400
TOPl = 5 • 37*6 B0T1 = L . 160tf
TOPl. 6 .06-,2 BO^l" I . 1800
TOPl = 6 •87p6 BOTl* :L .2000
TOPl, 7 .8^9 BOTl = L.2200
TOPl* 9
.02l2 BOTl- I .240?
TOPl* 10 .48^3 BOTl- L .2607
TOPI- 12 • 33«?8 BOTl- L .2800
TOPl, 1* .76*9 BOTl- L .3000
TOPl. 18 .07*2 BOTl- :L.3200
TOPl = 22 . 8 3
1
BOTl* : I .3400
TOPl = 30
-23<M BOTl" L .3600
TOPl* -3 .?9/»3 BOTl*
:I .3800
TOPl, 7 2 .<,6-,9 boti- :L .4000
TOPl, ly* -74?2 boti-
: ,
.4200
TOPl, -339 -7l«,3 BOTl* L .4400
TOPl = -95 -A3p2 BOTl* :I .4600
TOPl = -57
. 1 lg3 boti= :L .4800
TCPl = -41 • 54 4 6071= :.•5000
TOPl, -33 . t l^fe boti= :L .5200
TOPl, -27 ,84,2 eoTi= :i .5400
TOPl, -24 ,23^6 BOTl* :L .5600
TOPl, -21
-61^9 boti* :L .5800
TOPl* -19
-63q4 BOTl* 3I .6000
TOPl. -18
.09(7|8 boti- :l .6200
TOPl, -16,,*4 q 2 BOTl* 3L .6400
TOPl, -lb,,*3^7 BOTl- :l .6600
TOPl, -1*.. o 8 q 4 BOTl- j1 .6800
TOPl = -14,,27g0 BOTl* 3L.7000
TOPl = -13,.A7!7 BOTl* Jl.7200
TOPl- -13,
. 1&PI0 BOTl= 31 .7400
T0Pl = -12, 69 7 '* BOTl- 3 i .7600
TOPl = -12, 30? 1 BOTl- 31 .7800
TOPl, -11. 95^6 BOTl* ;1 .8000
TOPl* -11. 6^?b BOTl- 31 .8200
TOPl, -11. 37^0 BOTl- L .8400
TOPl- -U. 13 ? 2 BOTl- l .8600
TOPl, -10, qlsl BOTl- 3 , .8800
TOPl. -10, 72*3 BOTl- 3 , .9000
TOPl, -10, 5*r3 BOTl- 3L .9200
TOPl = -10, 3875 BOTl- 31 .9400
TOPl* -10, 2^2 BOTl- 3..9600
TOPl, -10, 1U5 BOTl- 3L .9800
TOPl* -10, 00? 1 BOTl- IN0000
T0P2x 1, 00(70 B0T2- -{1.4673




TOPS* 1 , 6000 60T2- -fi3.8440
T0P2* 1, 80(7|0 B0T2- -3
.
.0009
T0P2* 2. 00f?0 B0T2- -3..1829
T0P2* 2- 20?0 B0T2- -3 .4002
T0P2. 2, 40(*0 B0T2- -1 .6693
T0P2* 2. 6000 B0T2- - c1.0190
TCP2* 2, 8000 B0T2* -2'.5045
TCP2« 3. 0000 60T2- -;U2460
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T0P2» 3.g000 B0T2 = -4.S652
T0P2« 3 •/£:' 171 B0T2 = -7.7108
TOP? = 3.60*0 B0T2 = -26.8087
T0P2. 3 • 8 p B0T2 = 16.3226
T0P2 = 4 t l^l^i 01 BOTH« 5.8811
T0P2 = 4 • ? pi B0T2» 3.3945
TOP? = * . 4 PI B0T2 = 2.2560
T0P2 = 4.6^70 B0T2«= 1.5888
TOP?« 4,?0-,0 B0T2* 1.1408
T0P2 = 5.0070 8CT2 = 0.8127
TGP2 = 5.2000 B0T2 = 0.5572
T0P2 = 5.4000 B0T2 = 0.3490
T0P2 = 5 t ^ 5! BO- 2 = 0.1733
T0P2 a 5. g000 B0T2 = 0.0210














BOTTOM aSSU^fO LARGER THAf TOP
TOPS. .0 .0l-*2 0OT3 = 0,4000
TOP4 3 1 . ?^o>Ct B0T4 = 16.1639
T0P4, 1 • ?0j*0 B0T4 = 15.3920
TOP^e 1 , 4Cr*0 B0T4«= 14.6201
T0P4, 1 .600)0 B0T4* 13.8482
TOP^ = 1 .8000 B0T4 = 13.0763
TCP4 a 2 . 2 i' ffi V B0T4«= 12.3044
TCP4 = 2 t?Zoi2 BOTV = 11.5324
T0P4 = 2 .4000 80T<t = 10.7605
TOP^ = 2 ,6000 BOT4 = 9.9886
T0P4=, 2 »R/00 B0T4 = 9.2167
T0P4 = 3 > '/i ?i 60T4 = 8.4448
70P4 = 3
.20pl.0 B0T4 = 7.6729
TOP4 = 3 , < pi pi i/ B0T4 = 6.9010
TGP4, 3 f, .' T / BOT^ = 6. 1290
TCP^ = 3 > 8/ tid B0T4 = 5.3571
T0P4, 4 ..7/71?) B0T4 = 4.5852
TOP<t = 4
. 2'/F0 B0T4* 3.8133
T0P4 = 4 • 4 3) B0T4 = 3.0414
ToP4 3 4 . 6 -" 7 60T4 = 2.2695
TQP4 = 4 . g r* BOT*« 1.4975
7oP4 3 5 > BOT4 = 0.7256
TCP4 = 5 .20&0 BOT4» -0.0463
T0P4. 5 .4000 80T4 = -0.8182
VIO DPFrAtInG SYSTEM VERNON 1 RpVIsICN 1 2 f'3/04/74 GENERATED C-5/0&/74
JOB HANDLING C H APGE
>%6 LKE? PRINTED PRl
66 CAoQS SrAO
3 LoTTe;R vectors
17 MODEL 7? SECONDS
"ODEL 8? SECONDS
$ .-35 / jnd
s 1 .?5 / * L N
$ 1 .50 / K Co
$ .55 / l<?/>
525.00 / HOUo
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* IS THE LFNGHT
1000*
L/5.75
A* IS ThE draft
B/3»3
L/l<».
I* is the poisson'c ratio of the material
STEEL
IS THE YOUNG'S MO nULuS OF THE f-ATERlAL
STEtL
0**10«**6
t* is the resign Stress
= 1 8 ;v a •
IS ThE spacing of longitudinal stiffening members
* is the; bending mo^nt
(B•D h A»AL*AL*^' , 7 5 ) / ( 35 • *
•30396*S*S*{lt-PnI*po I )/
P» IS THE THlCKNFSt; OF T






H* IS ThE STRESS O n , TOP
=A/0EN
TE(5'6tf >STh
MAT(' * t'ZSJXt 'STH«'f1 «3J
6*).*BM*(6*T0 f> + 0*T0p)





• #20Xj ' SBh= 'f10.3J
CRIT- IS TpE CRlTl r AL STRESS ON BOT
RIT»B0T*B0T/G
TE(5M10)SaC c lT





TOP» IS THf distanc e OF
OP»D»(B*BOt+0«TOP)/P
TE (bf^V (DITO 1^
MAT(
' ', igy, »DlTOP« , Pl0«
BOT» IS Thc DISTANCE OF
OT«=D*( 3*T0P + r:«T0P ) /P
TE <5>5? )DInoT









THE TOP FROM THE NEUTRAL AXIS
k )
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Since sometimes it is desirable to use aluminum alloys
in the structure of ships, due to their light weight, high
corrosion resistance and non-magnetic characteristics, in the
following runs, the material considered is aluminum. The
necessary change is made in the input to account for the pro-
perties of this material.
When considering aluminum as the structural material,
we must keep in mind that the aluminum hull will be more flexi-
ble than a corresponding steel ship. The modulus of elasticity
of aluminum is about one third that of steel, and if scantlings
were identical, the deflection of an aluminum ship, under a gi-
ven load, would be three times those of a steel ship.
However, to obtain a factor of safety on ultimate strength
equal to that in steel, the area of an aluminum member in direct
stress, or the section modulus of an aluminum member in bending
would be about 1.5 times that of the corresponding steel member
(based on an ultimate strength of about 60000 psi in medium steel
and of about 40000 psi across the welds of a welded aluminum
structure )
.
A section modulus of 1.5 times that in steel, with the
same depth being considered in both cases, would result in a
deflection in aluminum about twice that in steel. However, the
lower modulus of elasticity of aluminum reduces its ability to
resist buckling
,
and for the same factor of safety both the
section modulus and the moment of inertia in aluminum would in

b1^
general be somewhat more than 1.5 times those in steel, so
that the deflection of the aluminum structure would in general
be somewhat less than twice that of the steel structure.
The greater deflection would reduce the natural frequency
of hull vibration, and sowould affect the interaction of slamming
stress and bending moment stress. It could also affect shaft
bearing pressures. It has been proposed as an arbitrary basis
of design that aluminum ships be designed for a deflection about
1.5 times that of steel ships. This would require a moment of
inertia of twice the value of that in the steel hull girder,
and would automatically result in a section modulus substantially
more than 1.5 times that in steel, and a factor of safety cor-
respondingly greater than in steel.
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PAGE
C *Al» IS THE L(~n^T
aL = 1 ;v.' •
,. = M /b. /5
IK C »DRA* IS THE nRAF T
LI «A«B/3»3
?<• D B *L/1 '' '
• POI« TS THE POlSSON'q RATIO OF THE MATERIAL





C *^« T9 t m e YOUNG'S Mi'oULuS OF THE" -ATERIAL
Z fOR ALUMINUM
E"K »*1< • * *6
•.C C *DST* I'- Tt-E DESIGN SfRtSS
[)STclRP r.
54 *S* if; I HE SPACING pF LONGITUDINAL STIFFENING MEMBERS
f ,r,-. is THf BcNDING MqMEnI
i.- = ( n.p~ a* aL * al*"'« 7* \ /( 35»*35i )
G = ki • 30396 * S* S * ( 1 • -PP I * PO I ) /E
/. =
-.-'•• ''/ ( i (,:•'. «"'' )
C=3»*B« *D/(7i.*flM)
p»3 , » 0» I *D/<l<»p**BH]
THICKNESS OF tqP ASPUmEO LARGER THAN BOTTOM THICKNESS
i?c **ite «« / 10 j
V F° RMAT( ' 1 « #25y» 'TOP (VqSUMEO LARGER THAN BOTTOM')
r *TOP» T'- ThE tHICKNESc OF THE TOP PLATING
,r-;.l* IB ThE THICKNESS OF THE BOTTOM PLATING
BOTl=Pi.
I j j P 1 = « * b T i * P .-., j ] * H T J. / ( (B +P>*G*DST»0*BOTl*BOTl )
wRITE(b'af>TOai,BOTl
?C pORMAT(' ' , 2-y, • TGPj = , f 9.4,5X, > BOTl = 'F9»* )
gOT IbBC ! 1+P»(?l
IF (BOTJ .GT.2.1, (GO TC3^
28 GO TO 11
3, T0P2»1.




pORM A T ( i , i25X/ , T0PgsVF9.4/5X/«B0Tp» l F9»4J
T0P2»1 ( P2+0.g
jF
i T0P2»GT.5« ) GO TO 5^
GO TO 31
K r C°NTINUE
C T n IC^ v-F. c S OF 30TTOH AgSUMED LARGER THAN TOP
Wf<ITE(5*6PI)
'12 6 FORMAT( '1«/25Xj 'BOTTOm ASSUMED LARGER THAN TOP')
-T3 = ; , 1 :
t.
,
T0P3=(( r +D)*^nTT» pr T.T*eOT3-0*G*0ST*B0T3)/(R*G*rST)
•9* w«ITf (5i 7;- >T( P3i QOT3
7- p RM A T ( ' , /^-v> , TOP-5 ciF^,'t,5X,'BOT3= , Fq.^)
B0T3*B0T3+o« ',
lF(BOT3»GT.»24)GO to r C
go TO 61


















BOT*"(l?.*(B + n)*(A + C>*l ST*TOPi» J/( ( r + F ) *OS7 )
W^ITf- ( '; > mI' |Tr-H ,;in T(i
FORMAT ( ' / 2^y, TOP fc a i F9 . <f j 5X j • B0T4 » F9 »4 J
7OP4">TOR4 +0»2
jF ( TOP i* .67 .o.i^ )GO 7r j00
GO 7 81
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TOP a? c \ ME r | M^GEf THAN BOTTOM
TOPl = I . , 5 p 8 POTl = 0.2000
TCPl = * . 1 8 -, 8 ROTl* . ? 1
TCPl = 0.?1-t7 BOTl = 0.2200
TCPl = 'A • ? 5 n 6 B T 1 0.2300
TOPl = ' • ' ; t 4 B T 1 . 2 4
TOPl = -" . "3 6 ? 4 60Tl = 0.2500
T0Pl = A • /, 2 9 5 B T 1
"
.2600
TC-Pi = / • c > <,8 BOTi- ?.2700
TTP\ = .<• ?1 B T 1 0.2800
TOPl. 3 . 7 1 p 3 PHT1 = 0.2900
TOPI. . ,« ^ Q 7 8PTl = 55,3000
TCP5 = i.(M ^ POTl = 0.3100
TrP-L = 1 • r.-v. 3 B~) r l = e .3200
TOP1- 1 .«,'•*,! ROTl = 0.3300
TCP1 = 1 «84c;£ B T 1 0.3400
TQPl = 2
.
3 2 1 fc B T 1 0.3500
TOPl = 3 • i. ' 60Tl = 0.3600
TfP'J = 4 . . • 2 1; 3 BOTl* 0.3700
T0P1 = 5.7931 BOTl = 0.3800
TOPI. 9 . 4'"i 6 30T1»= 0.3900





' i( bot2 = -0.4673
TOPS. 1 .?. 7»e eo-2 = - . 5 « 1
TOP? = \ .u. -0 ?OT2 = -0.7055
TCP? = 1 . a , •> 6072 = -0.8440
TOP? = 1 • S i - I B0T2 = -1.0 3
TrP? = 2 . t? ' ~ BO-2" -1.1829
TCP? = 2.f?i T.0 B0T2 = -1 . 4002
TCP? = 2 • U i: > B0T2 = -1 .6693
TCP? = 2.6 -»e B0T2 = -2.0190
T0P2. 2 ,50(70 B0T2 = -2.5045
T0P2. 3 . c* p e B0T2 = -3. ?460
T0P2 = 3
.
2 . p e B0T2 = -4.5652
TCP2. 3.4 (ft. BPT2 = -7. 7108
TC-P? = 3 . a 9i0 B0T2 = -26*8087
T0P?
= 3 . j . 01 f eOT2 = 16.3226
T0P? = <t • (7|< {ft B0T2 = 5.8811
TCP? = *,2i 910 P0T2 = 3.3945
TOP? = 4>. 40<ft0 B0T2 = 2.2560
TOP? = 4.&I ?0 B0T2 = 1 .5888
TOP? = 4 * g (j( ? B0t2 = 1 .1 408
T0P2 = 5 « v rji Q B0T2 = 0.8127













B T T n M AS'5UfpD LATxGEP I HA M TOP
TQP3 = .0 . 1 p 1 B0T3* . ],
T0P3. -CI ' *7 Bot3 = 0« 1 100
TQP3« 3 , • »7 BnT3c 0.12
T0P3a . ?lr»2 S T 3 0. 1300
TCP3 = .1 , • 2 \ 9 B0T3 = 0* 1400
T0P3 = i --3 At' B0T3 = Z . 1500
T0P3
= a . "bpb RnT3 = 0. 1600
TCP3 = ] .-7?3 B0T3 = 0. 1700
T0P3 = •: , ps 9 1> 8 B0T3 = 0t 1800
T0P3a 3 • 1 2 oi 4 B0T3 = :'. 1900
T P 3 a
^
. 1 4q3 B0T3 = ".2000
T0P3 a . 1 8 1 7 B0T3 = 0.8100
T0P3 = i?! ?1 77 B0T3 = 0.2200
T0P3 = P^-76 B T 3 •7i . 2 3
T0P3. 3*, 4 P.nT3 = 0.2*00
TOP*. 1 0\ p|0 B0T4 = 16. 1639
T C P 4 _ 1 ?/ -0 B T * s 15.3920
T0P4. 1 4i -.0 BOT^ = 14 .6201
T P 4 a 1 A -;• BOT* = 1 3 . 8 4 8 2
T0P4a 1 , Hi -,0 B0T4 = 13.0763
TrPi.
= r e . .- e B0T4 = 12.304*
TOP 4 a 2 g ( . . bot4 = 11 .532*
T0P4a 2 4 ?• * B T 4 = 1?. 7605
T0P4 = C 6Pn0 B0T4 = q.^886
T0P^ = ? j? pi B0T4 = 9.2167
TQP4 = t l? l" ~ B0T4 = 8.4448
T P 4 a 3 • pi 9 BOT* s 7.6729
T0P4 a 3 i if i pi B0T4 = 6.9010
T0P4 B 3 i A ir rj> BOT^a 6. 1290
TCP^ = 3 < Pi r*0 PnT4 = 5.3571
TOP^a 4 . (7. f.0 BOT^ s 4.5852
tcpa = A , 2ii p,0 B0T4 = 3.81 33
TCP^ = 4 , ^ i' -i /' B0T4« 3.0414
TOP^a A . A / -> V. S0T4 = 2.2695
TOP4 = k . gtv.e B0T4 = 1 .4975
TOP4 = 5, 0( 7.0 B0T4 = 0.7256
TCP^ = 5. pt ->^ B0T4 = -0.04fe3
TOP4- 5, 4»' Tl<" B0T4 = -0.8182
VIO rPpRATlNlG S^STtM VERqjON 1 HpVlsIPN pl2 03/04/74 GENERATED fr 5/06/74
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ThE ^r ! if :-t* i ss
THE SPaCI G nF LONGITUDINAL STIFFENING hF'MPERS
THE INfi MnME JT





<-' THE THTCK\ES<5 "F THF T°F PLATING
S ThE-. THlCKN-ESq DF THE BOTTOM F'LATIfG
*3
I * ( B*a0T+D»TGp
)
3.*B*P*T ' *! r +2.*B*D*T0 p*(T0P+B0T)+(D*D*T0P*T0p) )
s the <5t&esc Om iqp due to hogging
en
» 6 V ) S T ui
' *,2?yt, »STH=»pl0.3)
..T'lti'Tn F +• D * TCd )






• , 2 E y , > S fi = ' =- 1 • ': . 3 )
IS T-F CWfTlrAL RTWE?? ON B0T
I 0T»B0T/G
# lie) Sac" IT
' '
, 17yj »SQCRlT B 'F1P»3J
- p+e»(TOP+eoT
j




' / 1 '•< v , ' I I t - p _ • F i g , 4 )
IS ThF l)ISTANc E TF THE BOTTOM FROM THE NEUTRAL AxlS
(B*TOo+0»Tc ' ) / P
» 5ft ) D I a T
'
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- n - 4ft64<t.Jtl<»
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DIBOT = 53. 34'











C *AL* 13 THE L.FNGHT
AL = 10( •
I
= A L / b • / b
r *DRA* IS Tnt nRAFT
l)RA»B/3 • 3
DSAL/1<*«
*POI* IS THE pOISSOn'c; KATTO OF THF MATERIAL
pOR ALU' INIJM
pOlsd*35
C *E» IS I HE YOUNG'S MOnULUS OF THE MATERIAL




. * 1 . * » 6
. st* is T t .p hesign s tress
*S" IS THE SPACING nh LONGITUnyNAL STIFFENING MEMBERS
3 = 3 fc' •
C *BM* 13 THF BcNniNG M nMENT
h n= |p*nKA*AL*y>L" ' • 7*5 ) / ( 35* *35 . )
G=0 . 3('396* P*S* { 1 • -PO I *PO I ) /E
A = 3, »F «- *0/ (1m • * W" )
c = 3 , * ,'. «: » rv ( ; •- . -c '-1
)
F = 3» *0» »D/ ( l#+0» * •*•" )
thicknlss i,f top assumed larger than bottom THICKNESS
rt«ITE(b»10)
I
frO-.-r.-.T ( ' i ' , 25yi ' TOP ASSUMED LARGER THAN BOTTOM')
*TOP* I c < THE THlCKNESq OF THE TOP ELATING





I t ri ( c> . ? c ) T n p i , B T \









; :T? = TQ; i r*(12.*n-(r: + F
)
*!:qT*T0P?)/(rST*(A + C)*T0P?-12.*B)
W«ITE ( 5/40 )Tno?,-QT?
pORMATl ' ' >25y, ' T0P2= i FS. 4* 5X , 'B0T?='F3.4)
T0P2=T0P2+B »2
jr" ( T0P2«GT.6. ) (jO TO 50
6° TO 3 1
c
- C°NTTNUf





6p F°PMAT< «l'/25x# 'BOTTOm AsSLMEO LARGER THAN TOP')
B'OT3»0 • -
a < T0r3=( (--+0) «^T'"- :"'T3 1,RUT3-O*G*0ST~B0T3)/(R*G*rST)
,
- '. T E (5/70)TOp3/BOT3


























H0T4b( 1 , .*(b + P)-(A-» c) „L,S'r*T0P4)/< < r+F ) *DST )
(IT! ( 5 »90 ) Tlni, , r*0T4
Ffit'M a r ( ' , 2Sy, 'T0Pif«iF9«*i5Xj iB0TA»'F9»4 )
rOP4«To''4+o»a
jFi T0P4«GT.5te?)^0 to j00
r,Q to Ri
CON T I Nl J
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;* ' C ' I v j \L
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: c v ] r:
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IfPlCe;] .R
'5?'» Cv3 A
r 5 4 p [ \j 3 80T1
/ 5 5 r i' v j TCP?5
' 3 1 P C 1 3 60
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1
3 80








2 6 F 2 A 1 G
? A 7 6 * a
3 E It: n
«t n C V ] DRA
F 4 r h I V 3 DST
t 5-,i CV3 C
f'176CL3 11
P234 [L3 31
b 7 < C V 3 HOT 3
2 5 r- h C V 3 T0P4





056£ [V 1 R0T2
0343 CL] 61
171 4 A CL 81
2C2E I
? p F ? . >l
?7FA AEXP






















TDPlai r.r>iT? BOTl = .2000
TOPla "•"'ft* BOTl = .3000
TOPla * . 1 1 c 7 BOTl = .4000
TOPla J . ? 4 ? 1 BOTl« 7 .5000
TOP 1 a .<'); 4 b n t i .6000
TOPI. •i . a g
1
( BOTl = .7000
T ( P 1 . 1 • i, 3 7 6 BOTl«= . 8
ttpi = 2 . 5 * fi BOTl = .3000
TOPla 4,8^8 BOTl = 1 .0000
TCPia 1 i?! iQ/^5 BnTl = 1 .100."
TOPla 6 2 • ft '> h 1 60 T 1 = 1 • 2000
TOPla "?''.r.v7 BOTl» 1 .3/00
TC Pi. - 1 4 . 7 b 3 8 SOTl^ 3 .4000
TfPl = -ll.«if?2 BOTl = 1 .5000
TOPla •'i.'./r't BQT1 = 1 , 600G
TOP1- - « . .', 5 r 4 BQT1 = 1 .70 00
TOPla -8.1 £J/»5 BOTl = 1 .8000
lrP\ = - 7
. 9 4 ,' 7 3TT1 = 1 . ^002.
t r- P 1 - - 7 , r 1 ^ 7 BOTl = 2 .000
TfPl = -7.7^-77 BOTl" 2 .10
TOPla - 7 . 7 7 s 8 B T 1 = 2 , ? 0.
TOPla - 7 . 8 3
x 1 BOTl = ? 3000
TfPl = - 7 . q 1 /t 3 B T 1 = 2..'000
TOPla - 8 . Pi ? i 2 B T 1 2. 5000
~r,?? = 1 . m P n T 2 = «• ^! .4673
T O P 2 a 1.2 nB &nj'd = • . 5810
t p. p 2 _ i . /» '"(•- BnTP = -0..7055
TnP? = 1*6: t|6 B0T2 = -7. X 4 4
T0P? = 1 • R i (i| B0T2 = -1. "0 9
TOP2a ?. ,,0 B0T2 = -1 . 1829
T0P2 = 3 . 3 BOt2 = -1 . 4 02
T0P2a 2.4 r>0 60^2 = -1 . 6693
~CP?.^ 2 . 6 .:' r. BPT2 = -P. 190
TCP2a 2 . g ' .- BPT2 = -2. 5045
T0P2a 3 . 71 . «? 7> BOT2 = -3. 2460
T0P2
= 3 . ? /• P B0T2 = -4 . 5652
TCP2 a 3 . b •• r Bnj2 = -7. 7102
T CP 2 a 3. ft S0T2 = -26. 8387
TnP2 = 3 t 800)0 80T<? = 1ft. 3226
TCP2 = 4 . ;i ? ? Bni2 = 5. 8811
TCP? = 4 • ? . -
1
BTT2 = 3. 3945
~rP?
= 4 . v v. / ROT2 = 2. 256e
TCP? = 4 • ft ft £ B0T2 = 1 . 5888
T P 2 a 4 . R v' - B0T2 = 1. 1408
T0P2a 5 . P| .' " B0-2- 0, 8127
TrP?
= 5 . 5 ,-. Rht2 = 0. 557?
TCP? = 5. J» '-k. 60T2 = 7 . 3490
TOP? = 5 • 6 7 pi 30T2 = . 1733
TCP? = 5 • 8 if B0T2 = . 2 1
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T C P 3 .
TCP3„
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B T 3 =
B0T3*












. B T 3
B0 T 3 =
B0T3 =
B0T3s









































































T0P3a .'• .65^? B0^3« 0.660
T P 3 ' . ft9 1 8 B0T3* 2.6700
T0P3 a 3 . 7 3 1 6 B0T3 = 0.6800
TQP3. > . 7 7 ? 8 B T 3 0.6900
TCP3a . a 1 «; 2 B0T3» 0. 7000
TCP3 = * • ^S 1 ?rT3 = 0. 7100
T C r"3 _ 3.9< /,3 B n t 3 = 0. 720?
T0P3 B ?>.«5ei9 B0T3 = 0.7300
T0P3,i • . q 9 q 9 B0 T 3= 0.7400
TOP?. 1 • ." «l g 3 B0T3« 0.7501?
T0P3* 1 . -"o2 B0T3 = 0.7600
TCP3 a 1 # 1 5 1 5 B T 3 = 0.770c
T0P3a 1 .?•• c3 B0t3 = 0.780fc
TOP3 a 1 .?' -6 B n t 3 s 0.7900
T0P3a 1.3l 7 5 B0T3 = 0,80
T ' P 3a 1 . 3 7 e; 9 B T 3 = 0.8100
TOP3a 1 .Or 9 B T 3 b 0.8200





T0P3a i . a ; c. 3 Pot3 = 7 . a 500
* DP3a 1 . 6 9 1 7 30T3 = 0.8600
T0P3a I
. 75n8 BoT3» 0.8700
TcP3a 1 . B 2 Q 5 B"T3 = 0.880Z
T
z 3 = 1 . 9 v - 9 B0T3 = .890
T()P3a 1.97U B0T3 = 0.9000
70P3a P . 1 '» q V' B f) T 3 a 0.9100
T P 3 a 2.1256 Bn 3 = 0.9200
T Q P 3 a 2 . ?> 4 B0T3 = 0.9300
T P 3 a 2 . ? • (,c B.TT3 = 0.940/
T0P3 = 2.?' A3 B0T3= 0.9500
TOPSa 2.45*1 e T 3 = £ .9600;
TCP3- 2 • 5 3 e; 8 B~iT3 = 0.970
TCP3a 2 . «, I -, 4 BO 3 = 0.9800
T(,P3 = ?.7]p c B T 3 a 0.9900
TDP3a 2 • v. /»
3
B T 3 b 1 .0000
TCP3a 2 • s9 7 6 6 T 3 = 1.0100
TOP3. 2 • 9 9 p 8 B T 3 = 1.0200-
T0P3 a 3 . pi 9 ,'• i B0T3 = 1 .0300
TC D ? = 3 • 1 8 2 R0T3 = 1.040
TCP3 = 3.29-75 B0T3 = 1 .0500
TCP3 = 3»39? 7 B T 3 a 1 .0600
T0P3. 3.^% of B0T3 = 1 .-7700
T0P3« 3. t
ft 3 B0T3« 1 .0800
TCP3a 3.71=7 BTT3 = 1 . 7900
T0^3 = 3 . 5 ? 7 3 B0T3s 1 . 1000
TQP3a 3 • 4 ,j, g B T 3 = 1
. 1 10/
T P 3 a 4.-5*7 B173 = 1 .1200
T0P3 = 4.1 7<,7 BriT3 = 1 . 1300
T0P3 = 4 . P - u ? B T 3 = 1 . 1400
TCP3. <•* I7I B0T3" 1 . 1500
T0P3
= 4.^,7 B0T3 = 1 . 1600
TCr3 c 4 . A.. R 5 B0T3* 1 . 1700
TOP3 = 4.79 7 5 B0T3 = 1 . 1800
T0P3« 4 . o£ 8 g B0T3« 1 . 1900
T0P3, 5 . ? 6 p 4 B0T3 = 1 .2000
TCP3 = 5. 19 R * P")T3 = 1 .2100
T0P3 = 5o3t6 B^'3* 1 .2200

99
T0P3 = 5.4 7 7 ? Por3 = 1 . 230C-:
T0P3 = 5 • a 2 n 2 B0T3 = 1 .2400
T0P3 = 5.7656 BnT3 = 1 .250''/
T0P3= S.Qh'* B0T3 = 1 .2600
T0P3» ^5 • ^ **- -] ^1 B0T3- 1.2700




BOT3 = 1 .2900
T0 S 3 B 6 . Cj ? Q J 60T3 = 1 .300k
T0P3
= 6 . 6 *< q 2 B0T3 = 1 .3100
T0P3a 6. 95, 8 B0T3= 1 .3200
T0P3= 7 . fl 1 -; B T 3 1 .3300
TOP 3 = 7 . 1 b u 8 P - - 3 = 1 .3400
T0-3 3 = 7.35*2 B0T3* 1 .3500
TQP3
= 7 . 5 2 s 1 ROT 3 = 1 .360^
T0P3 = 7.72-37 30T3r 1 .3700
TC 3 3 = 7.88^9 B0T3 = 1 .3800.
T0P3 = 8 . 6 ? 8 30T3 = 1 .390/
TOP 3 = 8 . ? 4 A <t B0T3 = 1 . <*000
T0P3 = 8. 43?6 B0T3 = 1.4100
TQP? = a . ^ 2 , 6 B0T3 = 1 .4200
TCP3 = 8 . « 1 t 3 B0T3 = 1.4300
70?3^ 9.7: 7 £ B0T3 = 1 .^400
TCP 3 = q .? r-,1 B0T3 = 1 .4500
T0P3 = ?.4/cl en-3 = 1.460
2
T0P3 = 9.6' 30^3 = 1 .4700
TCP3a 9.p.l-,7 B T 3 = 1 .4800
T0P3= 10. V,3 B T 3 = 1 .4900
T0P3= 1 •' .23-37 P0-3 = 1.5000
TCP<* = 1 »(7H r»0 BOT^ = 16. 1639
TCP4 = 1 . r> .0 B0T4 = 15.3920
TCP^ = 1 • 4 v 91 e c - 4 = 14.6201
TQPk. 1*6- r»! B~-4 = 13. KV3?
TCP4- 1 • R ji SOT<+ = 13.'763
TCP4 = 2 • .' 7i 2 B0T4 = 12. 30 4
4
ToP4= 2.22-9,0 B0T4e 11.5324
TCP4_ 2 » 4 v 31 B T * = 10.7605
T0P4 a S.A« -.0 B0T4 = 9.9886
TCP4
= 2.8'i>ft0 607^ = 9 . ? 1 6 7
TOPir = 3 . 7l|?ft0 BOT^= «.4448
TG^ = 3 . P .• Ti Bn?4 = 7.6729
T0P^ = 3 . /* / 7C Bnj'*- 6. 9C 10
ToP4 = 3 • 6 1 i B0T4b 6. .1 290
T0P^ = 3.8* 7i0 80T^ = 5.3571
T0P<» = 4 . p ? n 6 BPT^ = 4. C>S52
TCP^ = t.?'^ B0T4s 3. -'133
Tc?4 = 4 • 4 ft BOT'ts 3.0414
TCP^ = 4 • 60 <7 B0T4 = ?.?695
TGP4 = <» • .9 ft 3rr4 = 1 .^975
TOP^ = 5.;-;>0 B0T4 = 0.7256
T0P^
= F5.2Zft0 8f) T 4 = -P.k'4 63
T0P4« 5 • 4 • 7. B0T4 = -0.8182
"PFrAtIvG 5YSTi-:v V ER gI ON 1 n r vIsiPN 12 P3/04/74 GEMEPATE D (-5/06/74
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" T ' . • , ;CTPi5
I 7 RfcCn.NDS
t . -It, / , | n i • 35
•J- 1 . p f, / k- Lm • 3<3
* 1 . -
c / K Cn • tfli
S . pt. / 1 - • ?:»
3- 25 • • / HD< •-• • IF
$12. Sf" / •• n - t . -i
TOTAL CHARGc $ • q<5
IP 1*731 LOGGED OUT 05/36/7* l9!A2« * 5«6R LEFT AfTER ?8 LOGINS'
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Hi YOUNG'S •LnUUjS OF THE ATEPIAL
I.L' If liK
* 1 • » » 6
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THt R^NOINn M n MfcNT
6»AL*aL* ' ,7r l/(35»*35«)
6 * S * S ( 1 . - P r T * F ( ) I ) /
E
THE th TC.* V --'-c OF the t(jf plating
























E *^oT +0* tOd )
*P*T' •*' 0T 4.g»*B*0*TOP*(T0P+B0T) + (D*D*T0P*T0F ) >
E ^T' ; tSc C)»j TQP DUE TO hOGGING
ST
,
2 •- y , ' S T w _ i r i . 3 >
B*tQP + 0*j p )














C^TTlrAL STRESS ON BOT
PIT
'SHCRIt b 'F1« • 3
)
r t ; r q T
,
'iSTA'rE OF THE TOP FROM THE NEUTRAL AXIS
r,*TOP)/P
•DlTnP a «Flfe).4)
DISTANCE OF THF HOTTOM FROM THE NEUTRAL AylS
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£F I \£ r : r- i.t T I r E
S
" T I~ F'il' :
S T H= 1?E6^.1R*
SB^" ^133^.957
« Cp 1 T = «f 1 ? 2 1 . a ? 5
DITOP* 21.7217
: I r- c 7 = 49, 7? 69
vIO
-PErAjInCj SYSTEM vERgjO'' 1 REVISION i?12 C 3/0 '/7't GENFPATED fr5/?6/7^
-
•'
'Hi'', C H A c G E
. I r c c - J iv, T E C P » 1
16
-c i=:i 7r ctCGNCS
J C-"L « SECONDS
• 15 / JO
9
• 35
- 1 . ? c / K Lm • 11
S 1 . q </ / * Zr . 598
S . p5 / 1 7 v p, • fl£
.
y> / MOJq •11
* 1 2 . - / / ~r rj • 00
TC TiL C -• /! r 3 p • • 65





Beam = AL/5. 75
Draft = B/3.3
Depth = AL/14






















.Af is thf: lenght
aL = • '.' ' •
= A L / : ~ • I 5
. -,. is the draft
[>RAbB/3 • 3
*P01* P- Trt POISSON'S *AT10 OF THF KATERlAL






• r_. IS T^E YO,ir. ;, S KOnULuS OF THE MATERIAL
FOR ALUMINUM
£= 1 .' . * 1 ( .**(,




*S* IS FHE SPACING pF LONGITUDINAL STIFFENING MEMBERS
S=6I •
*Bl » IS THF BFNf INfi n^E-NT
Q M - ( r: » )KA*AL*AL*'1, 7 e?)
/
/(35»*35« )
3=fc .?ir*336*S+S*j 1 • -Pn] ,FUi )/E
A = c . , .. . *D/( l 4p).*QM j
C = 3 • » 6 * * D / ( 7 o« • * 1 j
F = 3 • »D*I ">l/(li.,'.« J ")
THICKNESS OF TOP ASsLmEO LARGFp THAN BHTTCM THICKNESS
ITE(5>10)
I? FORMAT ( • 1 S25Xj 'TOP AqSIMED La^GFp THAN BOTTOM')
*TCP* IS THE THlC<NESc Up T^E TOP PLATING





(RITE ( 5'?3 ) T 3P1 • JOTl
? • fORM A T ( ' ' , T 5 y , ' T P i = . F 9 . 4 , 5 X , I B C T ] = ' F 9 • 4
)
1 : = iTi+p.i
lF(BOTl»GT.a.e;)G0 To3fl
TO 11
3 rO?r = 3.e-
-
, p0T2=T0P2*( l?.*0-(C+Fj*DST*TOP2)/(DST*< A+C ) *T0P2-12» *B
)
RITEI •'.)' <*G )Tn n2 , B0T2
* pORH A T ( ' , /?'rx,'r'K">=.F !*.4,5X,'Br<T?=»F9.<*)
T0P2«T OP 2 + ' •
?
IF(T0P2«GT.6. ) GO tO 50
TO 31
50 cONTIC -
TnTCK\E c S OF nOTlO" ASSUMED LAPGER THAN TOP
*ITE(5/6«J
-< fORMAT( «1 «/25y# 'BOTtOm ASSUMED LARGER THAN TOP')
o T 3 ? • 7
6] TCP3*( (B+D)*BnT3*B0T3«BOT3-D*G*0ST*80T3)/(B*G*DST)
kRITE(5'7e»T0D3,£0T3
72 t^fATC S25x, 'T0P3«iF9»*#5X/ «B0T3«!F9»4 J
^GT3*f ; r3+o»0ej
IFCB0T3»GT.1.«5)GC To <* Z
QO TC 61






























<,= l 1,. . * ( p+n ) - ( ,\ + r ) .! ST*TOP4 »/( (C+F)*OST ]
TL ( 5 » rV ) 1 ( ok • ' '.




















4Cs [ x/ ] B pm j cv] ppa tf'*Dx [Vi n
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> Cq] ,R VUl < CV] DST 34FC CV] s
• ;>/] A 5 3 C V ] c 5 3 C C V i f
'
C v3 oou I 176 CU 1
1
,1 5 < < C V ] TOPI
'
TOf ,] 2 3 4 C L ] 31 05 6 C V - B0T2
J 1 ? C | 3 60 5 7 8 C V ] B0T3 3 4 8 C L ] 61
«• • C
,
J -(/ 05« C Cv] rop4 V A C L i 81
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?A7E S*
„i OQ 2302 r.EXP 2802 EXP
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TOf as If n |_AR THAN BOTTOM
T C c 1 = 1. t»i B0T1" 1 B000
Tf F-'1 = '.*7p5 HOTl- 1 . 1 000
TOP l a • U9 - 1 = 1 , ? e p
TOPI. l
. 7 :• p c P0T1 = 1
" Pi- l.*A P i *1 = 1
- 1 = ? . 1 V ,, 7 )T1« 1
T C P 1 - 2 . a 7 q 1 B T 1 1
TOPI. J . R
1
1 i B0T1" 1. 7 /
roPi. 5. ' . - - i = 1.
TOPI. 6 • 91' t, 7 i QTl. 1 . 9000




BOT 1 2 • II
1 3 . e • ,2 B T 1 2
'
'
I = ?, 1 .
• ': '
B T 1 2 ?^?r
TfPl = «. '
. 1 • j, 3 B T 1 - ?< 3000
TCP1. 1 25.? 7 c'. BOT 1 2
Pi— ) 7 1 . 9 i B 8 BOTl* 2 5000
"
= 1 . '- B0T2- -11. B971
•
1 - = 3.7 .. B0T2* CM - P296
• B. 3 • g I ? ( B0T2* v , 766?
T&P2. A, i ?( -? = <
.
3*»?6
TCr'2 = < . -5 . ? C B0T2" ?. 738/
• P2 a ' . • • l B0T2" 1 . •
T G P 2 - - . 7 . -> '/ r ' -2 = 1 < 3*5 A
T0P2 a A . '. R0t2 = M. <-*655
" ' ?- 5 • j 4 tf i B0T2« 0, 677?
TCP? = 5O . <• C B0T2* ' A A 8 3
T - ?» 5.? 6P-2 = 257?
Tl • ? = 5.7 7.6 "2 = •* , P9A7







BO T Tom &SSU' FD LAF-GER HA TOP
Trf :> = -''. '1(8 B T 3 7i t 7000
t
r h ?_ ' . •
,
( B T 3 = 0. 7500
Tf F 3a 1 . !>8p9 B n T 3 .800
1
»
• J * 4 5 BO- 3 = 0.8502
T0P3, '.PU3 B T 3 a 0.900?
•
I 3a ) . fJ 9 q 9 B T 3 a 0.95
1 ' 3 = > . 3
9
? < B0T3 = 1 .00(30
T 1 P 3 = )./»9q2 B T 3 1 .0500
TOP 3a .5.61 rC B0T3a 1 . 1
f C P 3 = U7b.nl BQT3 = 1 . 1500
T r P 3 = . .'^r B T 3
=
1 .2000
1 P3a l.*b A 4 B0T3a 1.2500
TCF 3„ 1 . r 1 9 B0T3* 1 .3000
1 • 3a 1 • 'w •} B0T3 = 1 • 350fl
1 - 3 a 1.63 1
5
B T 3 a 1 .4 1400
T0P3 = 1 . ?5 4 S B0T3* 1 .45
t: P3 a 2. <9 ft 5 60-3 = 1 .5000
u = 1 • '> r 5nT4 = 16.1639
T P 4 a 1 . ? V 7 t Bn T^ 15.3920
TQP<*a 1 • ' . -«
I
P0T4 = 1 A * 6 2 1
TGP4s 1.6 I finT<t = 13.8482
TCP4 a 1 . s - V PnT<t = 13.0763
TCP^a 2 , (? / «, B0'4 = 1 ? . 3 04 A
TGP4 a 2 . P > pot4 = 11 .^324
TOP^a 2 • >i V BOT<r = 10.7605
T0P4, 2.6 »0 BOT^ = 9 . ^ 8 8 6
TCP4 = 2. Rv ,F 60^4 = 3.2167
TCP4 = 3 . ,- >i B -r 4 = 8 . 4 A 4 8
T C P 4 a 3 . ;- / » t. B0T4 = 7.6729
TGP^a 3 • 4 iC B0T4 = 6.9010
TCP<r = 3 . f~ - i B T 4 = 6. 1290
TCP^ 3 . * r*i. B T 4 5.3571
TGP4_ 4 • i 7, '' BO 4a '« .5852
TOP^a 4,27*0 60T4 = 3.8133
T0P4a K . <fl -> ' B0T4a 3.0414
T C P 4 = 4 * 6 - ? BOT^ = 2.2695
T Q P 4 a V . ? ~ / 60T^ = 1.4975
TCP^ = 5 • /» n\ BOT* = 0.7256
vn rPCc-rr.,G SyctMi vERcTC"! 1 RpVlSlON 1? r3/H4/74 GENERATED f 5/^6/74 I
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*Al» 13 THE lENGHT
AL = 1 0! •-, •
B=AL/5»75
»ORA* IS TmE DRAFT
; A=B/3t3
D=AL/1 <* •
*POl* IS THE POISSQM'S
FOP ALUMINUM
P0l=Ct33
• » IS THE YOUNG'S
:






)S T * 1 P i.M . •
• :» IS THE SPACING
RATIO OF THE MATERIAL
100ULUS OF THE MATERIAL
STRESS
OF LONGITUDINAL STIFFENING MEMBERS
IS T lENDING FOMENT
*DPA*AL*AL*;3.75)/05»*3E>»)
-
' « tc t.. j O M
.- || - • 6« i 75)/(35.
= . 3ii 3 e?6*S*S*(l»- n 0I*POl)/E
rT0P» T S T-jf THICKMP53 OF THE r 0P PLATJ.NG
it* IS "
-I THICKNESS "F THT BOTTOM P L ATlNi
' > a 4 . 5 3
- T=1.7f
ftM






=P'P." : *-»Tn^..-.'t-i.?.*n«D*Tn P *(T0c, + 4'
fc c T (j* j 5 Tjc STRESS ns: TO" OUF To HOgGti*
ST> =A/DF "
u f? t T F ( S f A < ) S T H
r '• :. " /v t i • •
r
2r«X, » STUa i c I £ 1 3 )
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Looking at the following table we can also observe for the
aluminum the effect of changing S on the neutral axis location















1 10 5.35 0.363 53000 49000 18.09 53.34
2 30 4.86 1.00 41000 41000 21.72 49.71
3 60 4.53 1.76 32000 32000 25.83 45.60
* 120 4.27 2.98 23000 23000 31.43 40.00
(*) This difference may result from inaccuracy in reading
the plot.
Here again the values of TOP and BOT may allow for a quick
evaluation of the weight relationship between the four cases.
One run was also made in the case of the aluminum for
AL=500 ft and the results are here included.
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HOGGING BENDING MOMENT=SAGGING BENDING MOMENT
DESIGN STRESS IN TENSION=DESIGN STRESS IN COMPRESSION
From the preceding section we can understand the need to
put some limit on the value of the compressive stresses, and per-
haps also the inefficiency of considering the value of S (the
spacing between longitudinal stiffening members) as an input to
the problem.
In this section we will consider a bending moment of the
same magnitude in both hogging and in sagging and the stress
in either tension or compression will have as upper limit the
design stress.
Since the bending moment is the same, it is intuitive that
the thickness required to resist tension on top and compression
on bottom (buckling) when the hogging moment is acting will
also be respectively the thicknesses to resist tension on bottom
and buckling on top when we consider the sagging moment. We
would end up then with a thickness on top required by the
hogging moment TOPH, a thickness on bottom required by the hog-
ging moment, as well as a thickness on top required by the sagging
moment TOPS and a thickness on bottom required by the sagging
moment BOTS.
Since HM = SM we must obtain
TOPS = BOTH = tl and BOTS = TOPH = t2
and we will end up considering the largest tl or t2, to
be the thickness of the top and bottom simultaneously.
Assume for instance that tl > t2 then if we decide on tlfor
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thickness of the top as well as at the bottom, we will
verify that we have overdesigned because TOPS = tl
corresponds to BOTS = t2 which plugged into the expression
for I gives a smaller value than using TOPS = tl with
BOTH = tl that will give a larger value for I; this larger




will give a smaller STR value than the design stress and
we could use a smaller thickness, may be between tl and
t2 for both the top and bottom and satisfy the DST requi-
rement.
This means that we must incorporate in this analysis the fact
already known that when BM (hogging) is equal to BM (sagging)
we will have to consider the neutral axis half way between top
and bottom which means that the thickness of the top shall be
equal to the thickness of the bottom for a geometrically
symmetrical cross section.
Let's determine the formulas that will best serve this
case then:
HM = SM = BM
DITOP = DIBOT = D*(B*t+D*t)/(2*D*t+B*(2*t))





Now we can write STR = = = DST
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and the instability formula
t = S * \
1-P0I-P0I
30396* *DST
Where S is the spacing between longitudinals.
We see thus that we cannot have more than two equations
and so we must seek for two variables. A quick inspection and
one can see that knowing BM, B, D, the material properties and
the design stress DST we have left to determine what should be
the thickness of the plating (t) and the corresponding frame
spacing (S). Solving the equations with this in mind, we obtain
BM = 1.371^3*B*T*AL*AL lb*ft
BM*Y

















These formulas will give for a prescribed set of dimensions
(ft) and a particular material subject to bending BM (lb*ft) the
thickness t (inches) and the spacing of longitudinal stiffening
members S (inches) required.
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HOGGING MOMENT AND SAGGING MOMENT OF
DIFFERENT MAGNITUDES
THE DESIGN STRESS IS THE SAME IN TENSION AND
IN COMPRESSION
Let's consider now the case where the magnitude of HM is
different than the value for SM.



















BOT = \|g \JSBH TOP = \[g~ \JsTS






Looking at these equations, we know that the result obtained
for the thicknesses is going to determine the value of DITOP,
DIBOT and I. If furthermore we restrain the stresses from being
larger than DST we will undoubtedly want them to end up being
DST otherwise if they are smaller we are not using the material
efficiently.
We thus have
DST = STH = HM*K1 DST = STS = SM*K1 where Kl = DITOP/l
DST = SBH = HM*K2 DST = SBS = SM*K2 where K2 = DIBOT/l
This tells us that if for instance HM > SM
we should be considering DST = STH = HM*K1
and DST = SBH = HM*K2
because the other two equations will determine lower stresses
and are thus within the requirement of not exceeding the
design stress, being automatically satisfied.
Now from these equations we can see that if the design stress
required for the top, (in tension for the case of HM>SM; note
that for the case SM > HM the other two equations should be con-
sidered and the conclusions are similar), is going to be the
same one as required for the bottom ( in compression ), we must
have Kl = K2 and so DITOP = DIBOT and the neutral axis will
again end up being located halfway between top and bottom for
a geometrically symmetrical cross section.
We can here use the same two equations derived in the
previous section to determine (t) and (S). The moment to be
considered here will be the larger of HM or SM instead of BM.
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HOGGING MOMENT LARGEH THAN SAGGING MOMENT
DESIGN STRESS IN COMPRESSION LARGER THAN DESIGN STRESS IN TENSION
Thesituation we are analysing in this section
HM>SM
DSC > DST
is perhaps more interesting than the previous ones because its
study provided us with a much simpler method for determining the
thicknesses and the neutral axis location; we call here the atten-
tion of the reader to fully understand the steps of this section
because the following sections till the end of this work will use
this same method of analysis applied totheir own particular case.
Indicated in the next diagram are the ranges within which we
may stress the material in order to satisfy the requirement of
not exceeding DSC or DST.




Let's consider now that we will try to determine the best
position for the neutral axis by first gaining some insight into
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From the previous diagram we may easily understand that
if we decide to stress the material to its maximum in tension
and compression when under the effect of a sagging bending
moment (SBS - STS) we end up with a neutral axis closer to the
bottom due to the fact that DST < DSC and we see that when consi-
dering the hogging moment the only possible alternative left
is to limit the stress caused by this moment in tension on top
STH=DST; in this case the compressive stress on the bottom SBH
would automatically fall inside the acceptable range.
If for the hogging moment we choose to allow the stress
in compression on the bottom to attain its maximum value SBH=DSC
we see from thediagram that we are forcing the STH to fall out-
side of the acceptable range. We are left in this situation with
an acceptable solution so far and we must investigate it further.
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At this stage we have






We may see from the diagram that we are asking for SBS=STH-
=DST to have the same value and at the same time to have the
neutral axis located closer to the bottom DITOP> DIBOT.




and since I is the same STH can never be of the same magnitude
as SBS because
STH = HM*DITOP/l > SBS = SM*DIBOT/l
both because DITOP is being set larger than DIBOT and also
because we are considering HM > SM to begin with. Thus we are
left with the alternative of making DIBOT larger than DITOP
to make it possible to satisfy
STH = HM*DIT0P/I = SBS= SM*DIBOT/l
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Thesituation would then be










Besides this is only natural because what we are doing here
is to make the material to be stressed to its allowable limit
while resisting the larger of the two moments; hogging in this
case. This situation will be worked out here as an example and
it seems to be quite clear that similarly, cases where SM> HM or
DST>DSC or other situation like DST>DSC with HM > SM or
DST<DSC with SM > HM could be solved applying a similar reasoning,
So, having HM>SM and DSC > DST we should consider the smaller
design stress, in this case DST,and have the material stressed
to this upper limit. Why?, because if the larger is considered,
DSC in this case, there is no way we can have the material stre-
ssed to this higher limit in both hogging and sagging while con-
sidering the smaller we may attempt to do so. This can be better




























So, considering the lower design stress, in this case DST,
we will stress the material to this maximum in both hogging and
sagging thus giving
STH = HM*DIT0P/I = DST
SBS = SM*DIBOT/I = DST
Note here that we already know that the neutral axis will.
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be closer to the top DITOP<DIBOT which means that we must obtain
a thickness for the plating at the top larger than at the bottom and.








4*D2*T0P*( ( 3*B 2+2*B*D)*BOT+(D2+2*B*D)*TOP)
I =
where P = ( 2*D+B)*T0P+B*B0T
we have also
STH = DST = HM*DIT0P/I
SBS = DST = SM*DIB0T/I
SBH = DSC = HM*DIB0T/I
From these three equations we may combine the two first to obtain
HM*DITOP = SM*DIBOT
and combining the second and third we obtain
DST*HM = DSC*SM
After combining these two equations we obtain
DST*DIBOT = DSC*DITOP
This equation could have been obtained more easily just





Note also that what we obtain from this equation is to
determine the N.A. location by making DITOP and DIBOT proportio-
nal to DST And DSC.







We need now an equation to stress the material to its design
limit and this can be done by either using
STH = DST = HM*DIT0P/I
or SBH = DSC = HM*DIBOT/l
Prom these two equations I prefer to use the second especially
because it will simplify the calculations that follow as can
be understood from the simpler expression that gives DIBOT as
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compared with the one that gives DITOP.
We will then consider here























Having already found TOP and BOT we may use BryanS formula to
determine S; since the thickness of plating is for this case
smaller at the bottom we must consider this thickness and
along with it DSC because this will be the larger compressive





















A computer program was written and applied to two parti-
cular sets of dimensions and two different materials namely steel
and aluminum. The results are presented next in the computer
printouts.
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HOGGING MOMENT AND SAGGING MOMENT OF EQUAL MAGNITUDE
DESIGN STRESS IN TENSION AND DESIGN STRESS IN COMPRESSION OP
EQUAL VALUE; LATERAL LOAD ALSO CONSIDERED
The lateral load being here considered will be a "head"
of salt water of eight feet on the top plating (HTOP=8 ft)
and a "head" of salt water equal to the draft on the bottom
plating (HBOT=DRA).
We will use here the simplified approach as suggested
in the following note; this simplified approach is at least
conservative
.
Note: Bleich, from his experiments and theoretical studies
on the effect of normal pressure in the buckling strength of
thin panels, concluded that the buckling strength is increased
when combined with a sufficiently large normal load, and that
the increase is greater for thesimply supported edges situation
than with fixed edges. For heavier plating
,
where thedeflection
does not exceed half of the plating thickness, the increase in
buckling strength resulting from normal load is negligible.
It was therefore suggested, for simplicity, that the critical
stress be computed for in plane loading only.
The tertiary stresses we are interested in considering
here are those exerted at points B directed longitudinally; these
will combine with the longitudinal bending stresses or primary
stresses as described in a previous section.
Since now we have DST=DSC and HM=SM=BM we may think of
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a diagram for the stress distributions as indicated next figure:

















<« - . . .
SBS ,ST33B
COMPRESSION TENSION
From this diagram we may understand that the neutral axis
should be located closer to the bottom which means that the thi-
ckness at the bottom will be larger than at the top BOT>TOP
.









We may now think of the following relationships to deter-








2STR3T = 0.152222*HT0P*( )*
TOP







Z = l/( \ 0.30396* *DST
we have
2




If we now make ( ) = Z c
BOT








we are increasing the value of STR3B and. this means that since
DST = SBH+STR3B
we are decreasing" slightly" the value of SBH that could be allo-
wed to reach a larger value; so
,
the substitution
( )2 = z2
BOT
is on the safe side and has the advantage of simplifying the
equations considerably.
So we may write
STH = DST-STR3T
SBH = DST-STR3B
STR3T = 0.152222*HTOP*Z 2
















Now in order to stress the material to its design stress
we may either consider STH, STS, SBH, SBS.
Due to ease of calculation we may either choose STS or




STH = DST-STR3T = A
Substituting for DITOP and I we obtain
A =•
BM*D*(B+D)*BOT
























Considering now the instability formula (BRYAN) we notice
that since the top will have the thinner plating we will consi-
der TOP stressed to the maximum allowed DST.







The total stresses will then be given by
TSTH = BM*DIT0P/I+STR3T
TSTS = BM*DIT0P/I+STR3T
TSBH = BM*DIBOT/l+0.l52222*HBOT*S 2/BOT 2
TSBS = BM*DIB0T/I+0.152222*HB0T*S 2/B0T 2
The computer printouts for the same cases analysed in theprevious
section are presented next.
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Note here that because we have in this run BOT>> TOP the









this is the cause for obtaining such low stresses at the bottom.
We might refine the result for this case as is done for the
"1000 ft steel case" also included in this section which presen-
ted still another difficulty. Since all steps to have the bottom
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This case gave a result close to the correct solution with
the bottom stressed to almost DST.
Next is presented the "1000 ft steel case" where still
another difficulty was encountered and a procedure to have the
bottom stressed to DST is exemplified.
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It does not come as a surprise that the program does not
work for the "1000 ft steel case" since in this situation we
obtain STR3B DST which cannot be accepted and also this
program is not prepared to handle.
AL = 1000
B = AL/5.75 = 173.913




BM = 1.37l43*B*DRA*AL2 = 12569.45*10°
w = o.30396*(i-poi 2 )*dst/e = 230.503*10"*°
U = W = 15.182*10" 3
z = i/u = 65.867
HB0T = DRA =52.7
STR3B = 0.152222*HB0T*Z 2 = 34803.57 DST
Since we understand that the program should work for DST> STR3B
we make the next run with DST = 35000 to prove that in such case
a solution is obtained^and after proceed to obtain the actual
solution for the case we were considering with DST = 25000.
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Now let's consider our situation with DST = 25000. Once




we end up with a STR3B>DST we must consider a value Zl lower
than Z to bring STR3B down. This can be also understood since









makes Z attain a much larger value than it actually should.
We must then consider Zl< Z = 65.8 and may start by trying
Zl = 35
The computer printout in this case is as follows.
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This time we obtained a realistic but still unacceptable
result; we notice that the bottom is being stressed to 31000 psi
when it can only go up to 25000 psi; besides we assumed
S
Zl = . = 35
BOT
and end up with
S 225.^
= = 44 . 46
BOT 5.07
This means that the Zl value should be higher.
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and a stress at the bottom of only 19000 psi which is too small,
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and use Zl from point A coordinates
Stress at the bottom
3eooo
5*6024





we will use this Zl value
^
The results obtained with this Zl value are the following:
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while it was assumed
Zl = 37.617
We could further correct the result until Zl assumed and Zl actual
would coincide but it seems that there is no need to refine more
the solution for the purpose here involved.
Note that this procedure should also be followed for the other
cases in order to bring the stress at the bottom to its maximum
allowed DST for such cases as well.
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This 1000 ft aluminum case shows again a stress at the
bottom much lower than DST. It should, be corrected as done for
"1000 ft steel" in the previous situation.
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HOGGING MOMENT LARGER THAN SAGGING MOMENT
DESIGN STRESS IN COMPRESSION LARGER THAN DESIGN STRESS IN TENSION
LATERAL LOAD ALSO CONSIDERED
With the help of what was understood for the similar si-
tuation without the lateral load being included, we may here
proceed at once to look at what the diagram of stress distribu-
tions might look like. Actually, the diagram that will be con-
sidered first is basically the same with only a small change
due to the addition of the tertiary stresses; since these will
probably be of the same magnitude on both top or bottom and
assuming that their actual value does not differ considerably,
what we may start looking into is a diagram as follows:
DSC DST
We would consider here the same basic distribution of longitu-












1 \ / \ DITOP
1 \
1 \ /







STR3B SBH SBS srR3b
rt
DSCJ * H DST
We will then expect to obtain TOP> BOT and DITOF< DIBOT
and we may already consider the respective expressions for
DITOP, DIBOT and I with TS replaced by TOP
Prom the diagram we may consider thefollowing equations
STH*DIBOT=SBH*DITOP
and notice here that if we want to stress the material to the
allowable design stresses we have
STH = DST-STR3T
SBH = DSC-STR3B
we may combine these equations to obtain
(DST-STR3T)*DIB0T = (DSC-STR3B)*DIT0P
STR3T and STR3B are given by
S
2STR3T = 0.152222*HTOP*( -)
TOP











and thus may write












to simplify the equations that will follow we will understand
that in doing so we are only increasing the value of STR3T.
This as we see fron
STH = DST-STR3T
will make us have STH with a slightly lower value than the one






Now if we end up too much on the safe side and we have a TSTH
too low we may bring it to a value closer to DST by considering
a Zl value as done and exemplified in the previous section and
done again in this section for the case 1000 ft steel where
for this particular exemple it is TSBH that needs correction











STR3T = 0.152222"HT0P*Z 2
STR3B = 0.152222*HB0T*Z 2
and from
(DST-STR3T)*DIB0T = (DSC-STR3B)*DIT0P





A* ——— = AB*- _______
P P






Following th e suggestions of a previous section we will
also use the equation that will make the bottom to be stressed
the most in compression under the larger of the moments being
considered (HM in this case).
We obtain
SBH = HM*DIB0T/I = AB







*TOP* ( ( 3*B 2+2*B*D ) *BOT+ (D2+2*B*D ) *TOP
)
simplifying we end up with
HM*(B+D) 3*B 2+2*B*D
TOP = k *BOT
AB*4-*D*(D2+2*B*D) D +2*B*D
now making










Considering here again the bottom as the location of the thinner
plating (in this particular situation we are looking at), and
knowing that it will be subject to a compressive stress of
magnitude as large as DSC we may again write S = Z*BOT
We finally obtain the total stress on top and bottom in both
tension and compression by adding the longitudinal bending
stresses to the tertiary stresses.
TSTH = HM*DITOP/I+0.152222*HTOP*S 2/TOP2





NOTE: since usually the secondary stresses are assigned
a constant value like 2000 psi or 3000 psi they can be a-
ccounted for when giving a value to the design stresses.
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As we see the results obtained for the 500 ft aluminum
case are acceptable and agree with all our considerations in
the derivation of the formulas, namely T0P>B0T.
The following two runs, for 500 ft steel and 1000 ft alu-
minum show that the results are in disagreement with T0P>B0T
used in the formulas. We will see next why this happens and
derive the proper set of formulas to be used for such cases.
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0678 [V] DRA i?68 ;4 CV] D
069C [V] DST C^6A^ CV] DSC
06C4 CV] U P00O CS] SORT
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BOl«= 3 • 8 3 5 9
s = 1 3*» .56^9
DTTOP = 3v .47^?




TSf;H = 29999 • 98tf
TS B S » 2 < 5 /* 8 . rt / 5
SRCRIT= 3 1?. (000*031
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HANDLING CHARGE * .35 / jnB .35
LINES PRINTED PR2 • 1.25 / K |_N . 16
CARDS READ * 1.50 / K CO *13
PLOTTER VECTORS $ .?[•, / \ ?, .%?,
MODEL 73 SECONDS S?5.00 / HOUR *15
MODEL ^ SECONDS 512.50 / HOUR .00
TOTAL CHARGE * *79





E = 30*10 6
AL = 500
B = AL/8 =62.5
DRA = B/3 = 20.833
D = AL/9=55.556
HM = 1.371^3*B*DRA*AL2 = 44642.187*10









STR3T = 0.152222*HTOP*Z = 4402.865 note that this value
should be corrected for the Z
approximation and actually is
slightly smaller
STR3B = 0.152222*HBOT*Z 2 = 11465.61
We see from the tertiary stresses obtained that we end up with













From the diagram we see that theneutral axis will end up closer
to the bottom and so we must consider BOT > TOP in the formulas.
The same type of diagram will be obtained for 1000' aluminum case
since the tertiary stresses obtained in such case are
STR3T = 1498.73
STR3B = 9873.078
For the 1000' steel case the same type of diagram will occur
due to the tertiary stresses being
STH3T = 4402.86
STR3B = 29004.
Besides this situation requiring us also to consider the
neutral axis closer to the bottom. still another problem arises
since STR3B is larger than DST=25000. This case is solved by
properly correcting the inaccuracy that was introduced by the
Z approximation as exemplified next.
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Now let's derive the formulas capable of handling the 500'
steel case, the 1000 1 steel case and the 1000' aluminum case.
We must consider BOT > TOP and DIT0P>DIB0T
DITOP = D*(B+D)*B0T/P
DIB0T = D*(B*T0P+D*B0T)/P
I = ^*D2*B0T*( (3*B2+2*B*D)*T0P+(D2+2*B*D)*B0T)/P
where
P = 2*D*B0T+B*(T0P+B0T)







Knowing that now the top is the thinner plating we anticipate
S = Z*T0P
and may write
STR3T = 0.152222*HTOP*Z 2
STR3B = 0.152222*HBOT*Z 2
S











Flaking now the top to be stressed the most in tension we have,
STH = HM*DIT0P/I =A





*B0T* ( ( 3*Bb+2*B*D ) *TOP+ (
D






AD = HM*(B+D)/(A*4*D*(D 2+2*B*D)
)









The results obtained for the examples chosen are presented next:
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•iT* I- THE THICKNESS Op ThE BOTTOM PLATING
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We could have obtained TSBH = 30000 by correcting the
approximation used Z = S/BOT as is done for the 1000' steel
case that follows next.
In this case we already anticipate the use of a Zl
value as done in the previous section and according to the
output obtained we will then obtain the correct result.
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Now we see that with an assumed value Zl = 35 we obtain
S = 215.1808
BOT = 3.686 so Zl actual = 58.38
TSBH = 47512. 793 (too high)
TSBS also too high
The Zl actual value obtained suggests that we should have
assumed an higher Zl value and with an assumed value Zl = 40
we then obtain
S = 203.626
BOT = 4.428 so Zl actual = 45.98
TSBH = 34131.855 (too high)
TSBS also too high
This suggests an assumed Zl value higher than 40 but now we may
interpolate with the two results already obtained and determine
the Zl value that will bring TSBH = DSC = 30000 psi and done
properly this new Zl assumed will end up being Zl actual.
From interpolation we obtain
(40-35)*( 34131. 855-30000)
Zl = 40+ = 41.544
(47512.793-34131.855)
and now assume this value obtaining the following result:
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We see that TSBH is just a little too high and the same
happens with TSBS; here it might be the case that TSBS should
have been the one under consideration for the choice of a Zl
value. Nevertheless for the purpose of this work this example
shows the procedure to be used along with the equation derived.
The accuracy obtained can be total. Here we assumed
Zl = *U.5^4 and ended up with Zl actual = 41.83 which is close
enough for our purpose and TSBH and TSBS is very close to what
it should be to use the material effectively.
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This last example shows that TSBH is low and the Z
approximation used in the formulas here again should be
corrected as already exemplified in order to bring it closer




From this work the author is led to conclude that there
is no simplified approach to the neutral axis location in the
midship section, capable of handling properly all or only
a majority of cases. It is advisable to look into each parti-
cular situation by first gaining some insight at what the
diagrams of stress distributions may look like as exemplified
in several sections. The two last sections exemplify well why
this may be of some advantage and specially the last section which
shows that while at first it was expected for the examples stu-
died a neutral axis closer to the top, actually the results
ended up requiring a neutral axis closer to the bottom and a
new set of formulas had to be derived.
As a future development for this work it is here sugges-
ted that a more ship like cross section could be analysed as
a step forward towards obtaining a method of determination of
scantlings as direct as possible. This next step should consi-
der the derivation of proper formulas for DITOP, DIBOT and I
involving only the plate thicknesses as unknowns. It should
be considered then, in order to simplify the problem. , a stan-
dard type of frame and its scantlings should be constant throu-
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